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to Use This Book 

Sewing for the Home has & wide selection of decorator 
home for you to sew, In making these items, 
~ we have considered cost, simplicity of construction, 

‘ease of care and coordination of colors and patterns 
We ae a comer the amount of te iver 
‘many projects can be completed in an 

eon, Ale Tacha sre designe 
‘ustomizing hints which you can incorporate into 
your home decorating projects 

Home Sewing Basics 

‘We start with the basics of fabric and color selection, 
‘then show you how to use your sewing machine and 
Bi andre ecuipmens wo ictdere the ben senting 
Ferdix: You wil ao learn about optional machine 
‘Machine that make hoe decorator sein ster 

Instructions for many of the projects include 
aliemate seving methods and suggest tmesaving 

ques such as fusible web to join two fabrics, 
fusible ge de stabilize a tieback, or hook and 
oop tape to close a pillow. 
Before you begin to sew, read the information on 

4 through 21 to acquaint yourself with the 
techniques of home decorator sewing. 

Step-by-Step Guidance 

‘This book is divided into four project sections: 
‘windows, pillows, tables and beds. For windows, 
wwe give instructions for standard favorites such as 

draperies and ruffled curtains, along 
With directions for many other window fashions 
including five Roman shade variations. Pillows range 
from simple knife-edge styles to pillows with flanged 
or aleve edges. For tabs, earn how to make a 
reversible tablecloth, quilted runners, bordered 
placemats and six different styles of napkins. Make 

a bed comforter for your bed or cover an old one, 
then sew pillow shams and a dust ruffle 10 match 
At the beginning of each section is an overview 
of the section, This includes how to take accurate 
measurements for the projects and what to consider 
when selecting Fabric and seving aids. Cuuing 
directions are detailed at the beginning of each 
project, For easy reference, fabrics and notions 
required (0 complete the project are included in 
boxes labeled YOU WILL. NEED. 
The step-by-step instructions that are given ate 
complete; you do not need to purchase additional 
patterns. The photographs that accompany the 
Instructions show you haw the project should look 
at each step of its construction, 
‘The sewing techniques you learn for one project can 
be applied to others, The same method is used for 
making ruffles on curtains as for pillows or bed 
accessories. The technique for mitering corners on 
a tubledoth is the same as on pillows or placemats, 

Easy Home Decorator Projects 

Experienced sewers can manage any of the projects 
we have designed; other projects such as knife-edge 
illows, shower curtains, napkins or roller shades are 

Finale for los pate eed 
“To inspire your creativity and help you visualize 
finishes results, the projects throughout this book 
are made with coordinating fabrics. You will see how 
fone fabric can be used for many different projects. 
Start with one project as the focal point of the room, 
then turn leftover fabrics from larger projects into 
attractive, coordinating accessories. 
We hope the step-by-step guidance, practical 
shortcuts and designer tips given in Sewing for the 
‘Hone encourage you to design and create your own 
home decorator fashions. 





cs for Home Decorating 

ige of fibers, finishes and fabrics will help 
select the best fabrics for home sewing, Fiber 
finish information is on the bolt-end label ar 

‘on the selvage of decorator fabrics 

to Know 
Fiber is the basic unit of yarn before it iy made into 

Fiber content affects ity and care, 

fibers come from nature. ‘They are wool, 
“cotton, silk and linen (flax), Natural fibers ane 
durable, natural insulators. 

ee fibers are chemically produced, Man-made 
“fibers such as polyester, nylon and acrylic are usually 
‘associated with easy-care features and are well suited. 
‘to home sewing projects. 
Blends are combinations of fibers utilizing the best 
qualities of two or more fibers in one fabric 
A finish is a treatment to fabric 10 change its 
‘behavior or improve its appearance, care or hand 
(how it feels). Finishes can make a fabric erease- 
esistant, mildew-resistant, resistant to oil or 
water-borne stains, or add luster and stability. 

A finish is often used to describe crease- 
and shrinkage-resistance, Few finishes are 

‘truly permanent for the life of the fabrie. Although 
they are durable, they may become less effertive with 
Jaundering and drycleaning. 
Decorator fabrics are designed for home decorator 
projects. They are usually wider than 48” (122 em) 

and often have special finishes which are desirable 
for home items. 
Fashion fabries are used primarily for dressmaker 
or fashion sewing; however, fabries such as calico, 
eyelet, poplin, polished cotton, gingham, sateen andl 
muslin may also be used for the home 
Repeat isthe size (length and width) of the pattern 
or motif printed on the fabric, You will usually need 
to buy one extra repeat for each length of fabric you 
use. The size of the repeat is olten printed on the 
label or selvage of decorator fabr 
Selvage is the finished lengthwise edge of a 
woven fabric 

Grain is the direction in which fabric threads run 
Woven fabrics consist of lengthwise threads 
intersecting crosswise threads. When these threads 
cross each other at perfect right angles the fabri 
is on-grain, If the intersection of lengthwi 
crosswise threads is not at right angles the fabric 
is off-gram. Avoid buying fisbric that is printed 
‘off-grain; iti difficult @ work with and will not 
hang properly. 

Other Practical Considerations 
Fabries should not be prewashed. Many are treated. 
with finishes to protect their beauty and resist 
soiling, Washing may remove this finish, alter the 
fabric’s hand, or fade the colors. Dryciean your 
finished projects to keep them looking their best. If 
you do wash, use cold water and nondetergent soap. 

Fabric Selection Guide 

‘such as saileloth, 
‘For bouflant shacles: sheers 

1 ‘Fabric suggestions “Appropriate finishes 
' sheer and semi-sheer fabrics: 1, cotton Oil and repellent; 

Os Misc es Ween ll rk presi ia 
fabrics such as textured and nubby: pee ee 

For Roman shades and roller shades: dosely woven fabrics 
‘poplin, polished cotton, 

“and semissheers such a clotted 
Swiss, eyelet, cotton-polyester blends, chintz, polished cotton, 



Mixing & 

Matching Fabrics 

Ge 
and solids can ¥ 

plementary patterns, 
s which you can 

ution, 
dinate fabries on your 

angles to judge the compatibility 
of print and color 
Bolts ofte 



Choosing Colors 

jh pale 
* Light color 

personal style 



Equipment & Notions 

The Basics 

Home decorator sewing requires the same basic 
equipment as dressmaker sewing, with the addition 
of tools for measuring windows and furniture, Using 
the proper equipment makes the work easier and 
the results more satisfying 
1) Needle threader eases threading of hand and 
machine needles. 
2) Pins with plastic or glass heads are easier to see 
and handle 
8) Thimble protects your middle finger when you 
sew by hand 
4) Needles for ge 
package of assort 

ral h 
sizes for various sewing task: 

nd sewing are sharps, Buy a 

5) Tpins are long, sturdy, broad-headed pins which 
are used to anchor fabrics to solid surface 
6) Quilting pins are extra long and useful for 
working w heavy or thick materials 
7) All-purpose thread is used! for hand sind machine 
sewing on most fabrics, Choose all-cotton, cotton 
wrapped polyester or all-polyester thread, depending 
on the fiber content of the fabric 

Measuring ‘Tools 

The most important consideration in home 

following m uring aids help you mike correct 
calculations for buying and cutting fabric 
1) 
to de 

penter's square is an L-shaped ruler, used 
rmine the perfect right angles and square 

vat ave essential to the fit of curtain 
shades, tablecloths and pillow 
2) Wood folding ruler is used for measuring large 
areas, Because Of its stability, this ruler is more 
accurate than a tape measure 
8) Yardstick is used for measuring long, flat lengths 
of fabric, ancl for marking ane squariy 
The surface of the yardstick should be smooth 40 it 
does not snag fabri 
4) Spri 
other large areas, 
round curves, 

petal tape measures windows anid 
Ivis also handy for measuring 

5) Seam gauge makes quick, short measurements 
such as those for hems, The 6” (15 cm) metal or 
plastic ruler has a sliding marker for aceuracy in 



Marking & Cutting ‘Tools 

After making careful calculations and taking 
accurite measurements, mark and cut the f 
in preparation f 
assortment of marking 
and textures. Good quality cutting tools are al 

1) Cutting board is marke¢ 
lines, and is useful f 

lengths of fabric up 
made of he wy cardboard s 
place. Two boards may be 

2) Tailor’s chalk is 5 
directly on fabric and 
§$) Trimmers have straight hane 
trimming and straightening edg 
slim blade aid 
4) Seam ripper is used to re 
with care to avoid ripping f 
5) Bent-handled shears allow 
during cutting, Shears should 

6) Liquid marking pencils make sharp, defined 
lines on firm fabrics, One type of pencil make 
mark that can be removed with 
other makes a mark that disappears in 48 hou 
Test marking pencils on a fabric scrap before using 
Ironing permanently sets the markings; if markit 
are on the right side of the fabric, do not press ut 
they are removed. 

Notions 

Notions serve three purposes in home decorator 
Some, suich as the rings used on Roman 
are essential to the construction of an item: 

has fusible web and fabric glue, make 
ig easier. Notions such as braids, trims, pipings 
ibbons are simply decorative 

1) Decorative trims such as (1a), piping 
(Ib) and ribbon (Le) are available in a wide range 

c to complement the items you sew 
Select ti the same care requirements as the 
ste 1 fabri 

) have specific uses on 
These notions are described in the 

ed for hemming or for bonding 
together. It is available in 1 

rip or in 18° (46 cm) widths for fusing 

adhesives such as glue stick (4a) and craf 
(4b) may be 
1 permanently apy 

ims to items which will not receive much handlin 
5) Liquid fray prevent 
th edge of fabric from fraying, Use it as a 
jemporary agent to prevent raveling while working 

ith fabric, or as a permanent finish on exposed 
dyes 

6) resistant spray can be used on many home 
decorating items to prevent spills from soaking into 

ric. To apply, follow instructions on the containe 



Tension is the bal 
bobbin threads as they pass through the machine 



Stitch length is controlled with a regulator that is on 
an inch scale from 0) to 20, a metric scale from 0) to 
4, or a numerical scale from 0) to 9. On the metric 
and numerical scales, higher numbers form a longer 
stitch, lower numbers a shorter stitch. For normal 
stitching, set the regulator at 10 to 12 stitches per 
inch (2.5 em). This setting is equivalen 
fon the metric scale, and 5 on the numerical scale. 

503 

Needle, size 14/80, is used for general-purpose 
sewing on mediumweight fabrics. Because the firm 
weave and glazed finish of many home decorator 
fabrics dull a needle quickly, change the needle 
often. A bent, blunt or burred needle damages 
fabric, Prevent damage to the needle by removing 
pins from the seam as you come to them. Never sew 
‘over pins or let them get under the fabric where 
they may come in contact with the feed dogs 

Perfect Straight & Zigzag Stitching 

Straight stitches should link midway between fabric 
layers so stitches are the same length on both sides 
of fabric. Adjust tension and pressure so stitches do 
not break easily and the seam does not pucker 

Machine Stitching Terms 

Bastestitching (a) is the longest 
straight stitch on the machine: 6 
‘on the inch scale, 4 on the metric 
scale, and 9 on the numerical scale. 
Some sewing machines have a 
separate built-in bastestitch (b) that 
makes two stitches to the inch For long 
(2.5 cm). Use it for speed-basting over cord, str 
straight seams with 

L3 cm) and 

Gathering stitch is done with two 
rows of bastestitching placed 

(6 mm) from the 
fabric edge. Loosen tension, use 
heavier bobbin th 
bobbin thread to for 

gathers, zigzag foldee 
or dental floss 

catching cord in the stitch 
(). Pull up cord 

g 

Thread for general-purpose sewing is suitable for 
most home decorator projects. Use an all-purpose 
weight. Choose all-cotton, all-polyester, or cottor 
wrapped polyester thread that matches the fiber 

tent of the fabric. For balanced tension, use the 
same type of thread in the bobbin and the needle 
Thread the machine correctly; incorrect threading 
an cause a stitch to be too loose or 100 tight. To 
rethread the machine, remove the spool completely 
and begin again, in case the thread has tangled in 
the tension 
Use a scrap of fabric to test the tension, pressure 
and stitch length before starting ta sew. To check the 
balance to thread the 
machine with different colors for upper and bobbin 

the tension, you may wa 

threads so the stitches are easier to see 

interlock at the corner of each stitch. Stitches should 
lie flat. Adjust the zigzag width and density with the 
stitch length and width regulators 

Edgestitching is pl. hi 
edge of a hem or told, The 
straight 
stitch needle plate aid in the close 

and pull up control needed for this stitching, 
thers (a). ‘The narrow foot rides on the 

ich foot and straight 

and the small hole 
of the needle plate keeps fragile 
abnic from being drawn into the 

gather: feed dogs 



Basic Seams 

All seams in home decorator sewing are 1" (1.8 em) 
Aca uherwise specified. To secure straight seams, | 
hackstitch at each end of the seam by stitching 
reverse for Ys" (1.3 cm), Four seam techniques are | 
used in home decorator sewing 

1) Plain seam is suitable for almost every fabric and 
sewing application when you plan to enclose the 
seam or cover it with a lining 
2) French seam eliminates raw edges in exposed 

ing, the French seam is used 
fabrics; in home decorating use 
is visible on the wrong side ot primarily on shee 

i whe 
is subjected to frequent laundering 
8) Interlocking fell or self-bound seam, like the 

ach completely encloses raw edges. For this 
n, sew on the wrong side of the fabric, Use the 

narrow hemmer attachment as a timesaver 
1e plain seams with i 4) Overedge or zigzag seams 

‘Agzag, finish to prevent rayeling, Use them on heavy 
textured fabrics that are too bulky for French or 
self-bound sears, Some machines have overedge 

gy that stitch and finish the edge in one step 
For this seam, allow ¥%" (6 mm) seam allowances 
Long straight seams tend to pucker in some fabrics 
especially sheers. To prevent this, practice 1aut 
sewing, As you sew, pull equally on the fabric in 
front and back of vedle as if the fabric were in 
an embroidery hoop. Do not stretch. Pull the fabric 
taut, and let it feed through the machine on its own 

p threads close to the end of 
eam, Press sear open or to one 

side. If seamn is on the selvage, clip 
elvage diagonally every 1" to 6 

5 16 15 cm) to prevent the seam 
from puckering 

1) Pin right sides of fabric together, 2) Use seam guide to sew even 
placing pins at right angles to seam scams. Backstitch to secure; then 
line for easy removal, If using stitch seam, removing pins as you 
basting tape, place it at the ra e to them. Backstitch at end of 
edge and do not stiteh through it n, Lift presser foot and remove 

fabric by pullin 
ad to the left 



How to Sew a French Seam 

1) Pin fabric wron 
Stiteh a scant Yi" (6 mm) sear 

sides togethe 2) Turn fabric panels right 8) Stiteh 6" (1 cm) from folded 
edge, enclosing first seam, Press 
the sean to one side, LE first seam 
was trimmed, stitel 14" (6 mm) For narrower finished seam, trims she ulel be exactly on 

sea allowance to 

How to Sew an Interlocking Fell Seam 

1) Pin fabric, right sides together Fold and p (6 mm) on 3) Edgestiteh close to fold. Press with edge of top layer 4" (1.4m) seat allowance of bottom layer seam to one side, holdi from edge of bottom layer. Stitch at it meets edge of top Laut to eliminate puckering. Or use %" (2.em) trom edge of barton Fold and press ng a barrow hemmer for final stitching fabric layer stitching line (purge 18) 

Three Ways to Sew an Overedge Seam 

Ziguag plain seam. Stitch Zigzag narrow seam. Sitch Overedge seam. Trim seams to “4 (1,3 em) plain seam. Zigzag seam (1.3. cn) plain seam. Zigeay sear 6 mm) before stitching. Then allowances together close t raw allowances together, stiching with stitch seam with built-in overedge edge. This eliminates trimming the — wide agzag close hing. Trim stitch. This makes a straight seam seam, but results in a wider seam. seam allowances dose to zigzag and aigzays over cut edge in one Press seam to one side. This is the stitching. T Mm requires ime step. Use this seam on medium to easiest overedge seam to sew and is for trimming. It can be used heavyweight fabrics which ravel. suitable for most fabric ternative to French seams 



Timesaving Accessories 

Many home decorator sewing projects require 
Jong seams or hems. There are several machine 
attachments and special feet that speed hemming, 
binding, ruffling and straight stitching, Some of 
these accessories come with the machine; others sre 
available from your machine dealer 

Before buying special-purpose attachments, find out 
if your machine has a high, low or slanted shank, 
Consult the machine manual if you are not sure 
what type of shank your sachine hits. Snap-on 
presser feet will fic any machine with a snap-on 
all-purpose shank 

Special-purpose foot is used for 
decorative stitching and machine 
embroidery, ‘The plastic foot lets 
you see the stitching easly, and a 
groove under the foot allows for a 
build-up of thread. Use the foot 
for general-purpose sewing and 
special tasks such as closely-spaced 
rigeay, overedge. 

Narrow hemmer 
double-folds the fabric edge and 
stitches a Ys" (3 mm) hem without 
pressing or pinning. The foot 
is useful for hemming and for 
stitching interlocking fell seams 

romatically 

Zipper and cording foot is used 
for inserting zippers, applying 

p tape and for making and 
rlying cording, Lt adjusts 10 

either side of the needle, allowing 
stitching to be placed close to bulk 
on one side of the seam. 

Seam guide helps keep seam 
allowances even. It attaches to the 
bed of the machine (a) and adjusts 
for seam widths up to 14° (3:2.cm) 
A magnetic seam guide (b) attaches 
to any metal machine bed 

Even Feed" foot feeds top and 
bottom layers of fabrie at the same 
rate, ensuring that sears start and 
end evenly, This foot helps keep 
plaids and other matehed designs 
ligned in long s 

y, bulky or quilted fabrics, 
as with insulated shades 

Quilter guide-bar rides in the first 
row of stitching to form perfectly 
parallel quilting lines. Use it for 
topstitching or channel quilting 
The bar adjusts to widths up to 3" 
(75 em) and can be used on either 
side of the needle 



Ruffler Auachment 

Ruffler attachment automatically gathers strips of Or gather one layer and attach it 10 another layer of 
light or mediumweight fabric, Stitch length attects fabric in one step (b). Insert fullness at every stitch, 
fullness; short stitches give more fullness and longer or at 6 or 12-stitch intervals, Use this attachment for 
stitches give less. Gather one layer of fabric (a). ruffles on curtains, pillows or dust ruffles 

Blindstitch Hem Foot & Guide 

Gi 

Blindstitch hem foot is used with the built-in blind barely visible on the right side, Blindstitch hem 
hemming stitch. The foot (a) positions the hem for guide (b) is used with the general-purpose foot to 
sewing with straight and zigeag stitches which are position the hem for blindstitching, 

Binder Attachment 

Binder attachment js used to fold 0 strip folds to the inside. Sew needle stitches on edge of fold (c), 
and attach bias hindings in one step. a few stitches to hold bias fold in Guide fabric gently as you stitch 
First, cut a sharp point at end of place. Insert fabric to be bound Use the binder attachment for 
bias strip. Feed the point through into slot between scroll edges (b), finishing edges of any fabric 
scroll on foot (a), Pull point through Adjust position of foot so that 



Hand Stitching 

Almost all sewing for home decorator projects 
can be done on the machine, but sometimes hand 
stitching is necessary, Closing seam openings on 
pillows, attaching trims andl finishiryg hemy are tasks 
which may require delicate hand sewing, 

Running stitch is a straight stitch used for temporary 
basting, easing, gathering or stitching seams. Work 
from right to lelt, taking several stitches onto needle 
before pulling it through. For easing or gathering or 
for seams, make stitches 4" to V4" (3 to 6 mm) long, 
For basting, make stitches 4" to 94" (1,3 to 2 cm) 
long: use longer stitches for speed-basting 

Blindstitch makes a hem that is inconspicuous from 
either side, Work from right to left with needle 
pointing left. Take a tiny stitch in body of fabric 
Roll hem edge back slightly and take next stitch in 
underside of hem, ¥4" to 4" (6 mm to 1.3 em) to 
lefé of first stitch, Do not pull thread too tightly 

To make hand stitching easier, cun the thread 
through beeswax to take it stronger and prevent 
it from snarling, Use a long needle for the running 
Stitch, Hemming, and tacking. are usually easier with 
it short needle 

Slipstiteh is a nearly invisible stitch for hems, seam 
openings, linings or trims, Work from right left 
holding folded edge in left hand. Bring needle up 
through fold and pull thread through. Then tke a 
tiny stitch in body of fabric, directly opposite point 
where thread came out, Continue taking stitches 

‘Tacking is used to attach rings and weights, secure 
linings or hold facings in place. Using double thread, 
lake two or three stitches in the same place, one on 
top of the other, Secure with a backstitch. When 
tacking through more than one layer of fabric, do 
not sew through to outside layer 



-added Work Surface 

Make a padded work surface to lay out an entire 
panel for cutting, measuring, squaring off ends and 
pressing, The square corners and ample width make 
i easier to work with square and. rectangular shape 
Fabric does not slide on the mustin-covered surface 
you can also pin into it and press directly on it 
For small projects, use the square end of a regular 
ironing board as a work surface 
Use a steam-spray iron for all your pressing needs 
To press fabric, lift and lower the iron in one place 
This up-and-down m 
retching or distorting, Let the steam do the work 

» smooth a stubborn 
wrinkle, spray the fabric with water or spray sizing, 

1 prevents fabrics from 

YOU WILL NEED. 

Hollow door or ¥4" (2.cm) plywood, approximately 
8° 7" (95% 2.16 m), set on saw horses, 
Padding, cotton batting (not polyester), table pads 

nm to 1.9 em) thick, end 
vd 6 n) cn all side 

Muslin or unpatterned shee 
(15 em) larger thar, door or plywoe 

How to Make a Padded Work Surface 
— 

> 

1) Place 
floor or on a large 
Center the door on top of the 
padding; cut padding 6" (15cm) opposite ed 
larger than the door on all sides. both ends. Sec 

7.5 em) apart 

Lor 5 staples: 

ad 

Pull padding ot 
and tack, Repeat on 

with staples 3 

Iding on the 2) Fold padding over one long 
surface edge of the door and tack with 

ter padded door on top 
of muslin, Wrap and fasten with 
staples 3" (7.5 em) apart. Turn 
right side up and spray muslin 
with water, As it dries, muslin 

ightly shrinks slightly so cover 
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Curtains 

Curtains are a traditional favorite for window 
fashions. They are flat, nonpleated panels, so they 
are easier to clean and press than many other 
window treatments 
Curtains are often made of lightweight or sheer 
fabrics, Heavier fabrics such as linen, chintz, or 
textured or polished cotton look best for formal, 
floor-length curtains, Lighter, crisper fabrics work 
well for casual, sill-length and cafe curtains. Sheer 
curtains are usually two and one-half to three times 
the fullness of the finished width; heavier fabrics 
require only double fullness 
Mount curtains at windows on stationary rods or 
poles, Rods may be plain, covered with shirred 
fabric between the curtain panels, or wide and flat 
such as Continental™ and cornice rods. 
Casings, also known as rod pockets, are hems 
stitched in place along the upper edge of curtains. 
The hems are open at both ends so a curtain rod or 
pole can be inserted. 

Casing Styles for Curtains 

Simple casing is stitched along the 
upper edge of t It may 
be used for sheer curtains that 
hang behind draperies, a valance 
or commice. weight of the fabric 

Heading creates a ruffled edge 
above casing. Headings are from 
1" wo 5” (2.5 to 12.5 can) deep. 
depending on curtain length 

Headings are optional on curtains, The heading 
creates a decorative ruffle above the casing along the 
upper edge of the curtain. 
Linings add weight and body to curtains, Although 
a lining may not be necessary, it can improve a 
curtain’s appearance and give it a custom look 
‘Tab top curtains have fabric loops instead of a casing 
along the upper edge. ‘These curtains are used with 
decor ive brass or wooden poles. 
Ruffled curtains have a graceful appearance. Ruffles 
add weight to curtains and make them hang and 
drape more attractively 
Tiebacks are separate fabric strips which hold 
curtains open and emphasize the drape of the 

Tiebacks can be straight, shaped or ruffled 
and are usually stationary on panel curtains. 

ned 
the upper 

Shower curtains are flat, one-piece, he 
curtains with evenly-spaced holes alon 
edge for hanging with hooks or rings. 

Wide casing and heading are used 
with a Continental or cornice rod. 
They are well suited for floor- 
length curtains, where casing and 
heading depth should balance with 
curtain length 



Insi 

Measuring the Window 

Before measuring windows, select the style of curtain 
drapery or shade you will. make. The style of window 
treatment determines what installation hardware is 
necewary. Next, decide exactly where the window 
treatment will be placed; install the hardware and 
measure this area for the finished size of the curtain, 
shade or drapery 

Jn words may be attached to the window frame, 
or at the sides of the frame, on the wall above 

the frame, or at the ce 
Mounting boards are necessary for banging Roman 
shades and other shades based on the Roman shade 
construction. These 1" 2" (2.55 em) boards are cut 
tw the width of the shade, stapled or tacked to the 
shade's upper edge, then installed at the window, An 
inside mounted shade fits firmly inside the top of the 
window frame. An outside mounted shade is installed on 
the wall above the frame, A fybrid mounted shade is a 
combination mount. The mounting board is placed 
inside the window, but the shade extends over part 

he window frame 
Roller shades are installed inside or on the window 
frame, or on the wall above. 
Follow these guidelines for accurate measuring 
1) Use a folding ruler or metal tape for measuring: 
cloth tapes may stretch or say 
2) Measure and record the measurements for all 
windows separately, even if they appear to be the same 

Size differences, even if slight, should be wken 
account when constructing window treatments, 

$8) When measuring for a shade that fits inside the 
‘window, measure the window width at the top, center 
and bottom to determine if it is true and square, 

4) When measuring for curtains on a window without 
4 apron, measure to at least 4 (10 cm) below the sill 

Window Measurements for Curtains, Shades and Draperies 

‘Treatment Finished Length Finished Width | 

‘Curtains ‘Measure from of rod or heading to “Measure rod from end to end, plus returns 

desired length (all, apron or flor}. (short ends of the rod that stand out 
from the wall), 

Roller Shades Measure from top of roller to sill. ‘Measure length of roller. 

| Other Shades Measure [fom top of mounting board to ‘Measure mounting board from end to end, 
sill or desired length 

‘Shower Curtain “Measure from bottom of rod to desired Measure length of rod. 
is length. 
Tae these measurements with chart (page 27) to estimate amount of fabric needed. 

26 



Estimating Yardage 

Because fabric widths vary, yardage cannot be 
figured until the fabric has been selected. After 
you have taken the necessary measurements and 
determined the finished size of the curtain, shade or 
drapery, you must add to the length and width for 
seams, hems, headings and fullness. This is the eut 
length, Use the cut length to estimate the amount of 
fabric you will need. For curtains and drapenes, use 
the amounts as listed below and transfer the correct 
amount to the chart (right). For shade yardage. see 
individual instructions for each type of shade. 

Determining Length 
To the finished length, acid the amount needed for 
lower hems, casings, headings and pattern repeat 
Lower hems. Add double the desired hem to the 
finished length, For mediumweight fabrics, use 3 4" 
(10 cm) double-foldl hem on floor-length curtains or 
draperies; add 8" (20.5 cm) to the length. Or on 
short curtains or valances, use a 1" to 3° 
7.5 cm) double-fold hem; add 2" to 6" (5 to 
to the length, For sheer and lightweight fabrics, a 
deeper double-fold hem of 5” to 6” (12.5 to 15 cm) 
may be used: add 10” to 12" (25.5 to 30.5 em) to 
the length 
Casings and headings. For simple casings with no 
heading, add an amount equal to the diameter of 
the rod plus '4" (1.3 cm) to turn under and 4 to 1” 
(6 mm to 2.5 cm) ease. The amount of ease depends 
on the size of the rod and thickness of the fabric 
Lightweight fabrics require less ease; casings for 
large rods require more. For casings with headings, 
use the formula for a simple casing, adding to it an 
amount twice the depth of the heading, 
Pattern Fabrics with patterns (motifs) need 
two be matched, Measure the distance between motifs 
and add that amount to the length of each panel 

Determining Width 
To the finished wndth, add the amount needed for 
seams, side hems and fullness. 
Seams. For multi-width panels, add 1° (2.5 cm) for 
exch seam, Panels that are not wider than the fabric 
do not require an extra amount for seams. 
Side hems. Add 4” (10 cm) per panel for a 1” 
(25 cm) double-fold hem on each side of the panel 
Fullness. Fabric weight determines fullness. For 
medium to heavyweight fabrics, add two to two and 
one-half times the finished width of the curtain. For 
sheer and lightweight fabrics, add two and one-half 
to three times the finished width. 

‘Make a copy of this chart and fill in to help you 
figure the correct amount of fabric needed for 
‘cumains, shades or draperies, 
Figuring Yardage 
Cut Length 
For fabrics not requiring pattern match: 
1) Finished length 
22) Bottom hem (double for most fabrics) + 
3) Gasinghheading + 
4) Cut length for each width 
‘or part width = 
For fabrics requiring pattern match: 
1) Cut length (Figure as above} 
2) Size of pattern repeat (distance 
between motifs) 

in. (cm) 

3) Number of repeats needed* = 

4) Cut for each width or part 
width: multiply size of repeat by number 
of repeats needed 

[cu Widen 
1) Finished width 

2) Fullness (how many times the 
finished width) x 
3) Width times fullness = | 
4) Side hems + 
5) Toval width needed = 
1) Width of fabric 
7) Number of fabric widths: total width, 
needed divided by width of fabrict 

‘Total Fabric Needed 
1) Cut lengeh (as figured above) 

2) Number of fabric widths 
(as figured above) x 
3) Total fabric length = 

4) Number of yds. (meters) needed: yds, 
tora fabric length divided by $67 (100 cm) (mn) 
*Round up to the nearest whole number 
NOTE: Add extra fabnec for straightening ends, 
NOTE: Half of the width (determined above) will be used 
for each curtain panel. To piece panels, adjust width 
measurement to include 1” (25 cm) for each seam, 



Cutting & Matching 

Cut fabric on the true lengthwise and crosswise 
grain to square the ends. Squaring ensures that 
curtains will always hang straight. Most fabrics 
should be squared by pulling « thread on the 
crosswise grain and cutting along the thread 
Avoid prints that are obviously off-grain, If these 
fabrics are cut on-grain, the design me be 

possible to match at seams and 
edges, Many prints andl woven patterns are only 

Three Ways to Straighten Crosswise Ends 

slightly off-grain, but their unevenness may be more 
apparent once the curtains are hung. Square the 

ends of these fabrics by cutting on a line of the 
ign rather than on the crosswise grain, 

Most decorator fabrics have a permanent finish 
which holds the threads in place, Chints, polished 

and other permanent-finish fabrics can be 
squared by simply cutting straight across the ends, 
To obtain the desired finished curtain width, you 
may need to seam several widths of Labrie together 
Match the design motif of the fabric carefully so. that 
seams are as inconspicuous as possible 

Pull one or to threads across the 
width of the fabric, from selvage 
to selvage. Cut on the line that 
‘appears after th 
pulled ou 

ads have been 

Match motifs at the selvage when 
using decorator fabrics. Motifs on 

s¢ fabrics are split evenly at the 
age (a) for matching widths 

easily, Press under one selyage and 
it over the matching mouf (b). 

Suiteh seam. 

Use a carpenter's square to 
straighten 
permanent finish, Pl 

brics that have a 
side 

‘of square parallel to selvage. Mark 
along other side of square; cut on 

ign selvage with 
corner of table; cut across end. 
marked line. Or 

Tips for Matching Design Motifs 

Use fusible web to align motifs for 
stitching. Press under one sear 
allowance. Place fusing strips « 
opposite seam allowance. M. 
design from right side and press 
lightly with dry iron. 
seam to wrong side and stitch. 

Locate a design that runs straight 
across the fabric on the crosswise 
grain. Cut along the design 
Consider depth of hem or heading 
when determining p! 
the design on the finis! 

ement of 
ed curtain 

Match motifs from wrong side 
by placing point of pin through 
matching design details, Pin at 
close intervals to prevent shifting, 
Stitch using Even Feed" foot to 
keep seam aligned, removing pins 
as you come to them 



Hemming 

If you have measured, figured and cut accurately 
your curtains should fit windows perfectly once they 
are hemmed. For the neatest and easiest hems, follow 
the procedure used in. professional workrooms: sew 
the lower hems first, the side hems next, and casings 
and headings last 
Side and lower hems of unlined ew almost 
always double to provide strength, weight and 

How to Sew Double-fold Hems 

1) Tun a scant 3" (7.5.em) to wrong 2) Turn a seant | 
ge of curtain, Pin 

along cut edge, Press fold. Turn 
under another $" (7.5 cm 
press in place. Finish lower hem 
Using one of the methods below 

Three Ways to Finish Curtain Hems 

Straight-stitch on folded hem 
edge, using 8 to 10 stitches per 

layers of fabric, lessen pressure 
slightly and stitch slowly 

(2.5 em) 3) P 
the wrong side for side hems, Pin When the hems have been 

id press, Fold under another 
pinand 1" (2.5. em); pin and press. Ltck 

weights inside the second fold at 

Machine blindstitch (o make 
stitches almost invisible on right 

inch (2.5 em), When stitching three side, After pressing, fold hem back 
to right side, leaving a fold of 

(3 mm) from hem edge 
to blindstitch. Adjust 

igaay stitch to ake tiny bite into 

stability, ‘The easiest way to make a double-fold hem 
is to press it in place on an ironing board or padded 
work surface. Use a seam gauge 1 measure each 
fold. As you make the fold, pin the fabric to the 
padding, placing the pins so they do not interfere 
with pressing. If side edges are on the selvage, cut 
off selvage or clip it every 1” to 6" (2.5 t0 15 em) 
Curtains hang better when hems are weighted or 
anchored, Sew small weights into 
lower corners and bottors of se 
curtain from pulling or puckering. Use heavier 
weights for full-length curtains, lighter weights for 
lightweight fabrics and shorter curtains, 

ie hems at the 

ess the side hems in place 

pressed, finish them with straight 
stitching, machine blindsticching or 
fusible web. 

Fuse hem in place, Tuck strip of 
fusible web between pressed hem 
and curtain, Follow manufacturer's 
instructions for fusing, using damp 
press cloth for additional steam, 
Most fusibles require 15 seconds 
for permanent bonding 



sings & Headings 

A casing or rod pocket is the hem along the upper 
edge of the curtain or valance, The curtain rod is 
inserted through the casing so that the fullness of 
the curtain falls into soft gathers 
Before cutting the curtains, decide on the c 
style, A simple casing places the curtain rod 
uppermost edge of the curtain 
For simple casings, add to the cut length an at 
equal to the diameter of the rod plus V2" (1.3 « 
turn under and 14" to 1° (mm to 2.5 em) ease 
The nf the rod 
and thickness of the fabric 

unt of ease depends an the 

A heading is a gathered edge above the casi 
finishes the curtain more decoratively than a simple 
casing, Gurtains with headings do not require 
cornices or valanices 
For casings with headings, use the formula for a 
simple casing, adding to it an amount twice the 

pth of the heading. Headings may be from 1" to 
5 to 12.5 cm) deep. The depth of the headi 

30) 

be determined hefore the curtains are cut, ‘The 
epth should be appropriate for the length 

of the curtain: in general, the longer the curtain, the 
deeper the bi 
Wooden, br stic poles may be covered with 
a shirred pole cover. The exposed pole between the 

panels is covered with a casing made from a 
shirred tube of matching fabric (above). The casing 
may be plain or have a heading the same height as 
the ding. Wide poles and casings are 
more th 
conceal ding on 
shirred curtains, o the traverse rod of sheer or 
lightweight curtains 
Wide asings are used on the flat Gontinental™ rod 
‘or cormece rod. These rods are 44" (11.5 cm) wide 
A cornice red is actually two regular curtain rods 
attached with a spacer between them, 
Finish lower and side hems of curtains before 
sewing casings and headings. 



How to Sew a Simple Casing 

1) Determine casing depth by 
loosely pinning a curtain fabric 
strip around the rod, Remove roc 
and measure the distance from the 
top of the strip to the pin, Add in step | 

1.3 em) to be turned under 

How to Sew a Casing with a Heading 

Heading 

1) Determine the depth of the 2) Stitch close to folded edg 
casing as directed in step 1, above. buckstitehing at both ends, Mark 
Determine the depth of heading, heading depth with a pin at each 
opposite. Press under 4" (Lem) end ol 1, Stitch again at 

ng upper cut edge of the 
curtain panel. Fold and press again stitching, apply «strip 
to form hem equal to the bed of the machine at 
heading depth, lepih, or use seam guide 

nasking 
asing plus tape t 

8) Stitch close to folded hem edge 
to form casing, backstitehing at 

nds, If desired, both titch again 
upper edge to create a 

harp crease appropriate for flat or 

8) Insert rod through casing and 
her curtait evenly 

1 heading by pulling up the 
folded edge so the sea 

ont the lower of the rod, A 
heading may be made to 

look puffy and more rounded by 
pulling the fabric out on each side 



How to Sew a Continental or Cornice Rod Casing with a Heading 

ey 
1) Measure window after rod has 2) Turn under "(1.3 3) Insert rod through casing and been installed to determine total upper edge of curtain and press gather curtain evenly onto tod Jength, Add 15%" (89.3 em) Fold over again 6° (15 em) tor Hang on installed brackets, For a (14 em) for the casing and sean ing and heading. Sutch 1 wide heading, use two Continental allowance, 8” (20.5 em) for the xr folded edge nice rods, installed one above double-fold hem, and m) for eu her, Add 10" (25.5 cin) for 1" (2.5 em) heading. For a deeper asing econd casing hea 
heading depth, 

wice the desired 

How to Make a Shirred Pole Cover 

1) Gut fabric two and one-half 2) Stitch emus on 8) P s times the length of pole area t short ends. F back of pole. To form heading be covered; cut width « re distars circumference of pole If desired, (B.8 em), For pole ner exkge heading, add amount equal 
twice the heading depth 



Customizing Casing-top Curtains 

Bindings, borders, ribbon or contrasting returns give casings individuality and style. These decorative 

1) side seam on one 

» right side of strip to wrong side of 

! 
Edgestitched ribbon banding. Cut Labrie trims 
two times the finished width of banding, length 
equal to cut length of curtain, Press and stitch 1 

2.5 cm) double-fold side hems on curt 
wrong sides together and raw ed 

at center, Pin trim with outer edge coverit 
hem stitching line, Edy 
edges, Finish curtain 

Contrasting returns. Cut fabric strips the width of 
1” (2.5 em), and the cut length of curtain 

3 lye of the 
edge 

side of 

itch trim close to folded 

touches customize casings and require litle additional 
sewing, Gn 

Narrow binding. Construct basic curtain. Cut 2 (6.5 cm) strip of fabric with length equal to finished 
width of panel plus 1" (2.5 em 
(.3.cm) on one long side and each short ened, Pin 
unpressed edge 10 ipper edge of curtain, right sides 
together; stitch, Press folded edge of binding over Upper edge, From right side, stitel ity the ditch 

Fused border, Construct basic curtain, Cut fabric trim two times the width of finished band, and the finished length of curtain plus 1" (23 cnn), Press 
trim wrong sides together and raw edges meeting at center; press under 10" (1.8 cm) on short ends Cut strips of fusible web slightly narrower than 
finished trim; insert between curtain and trim 
Fuse in place 



Lining Curtains 

Linings add body and weight 10 curtains to help 
them hang better. A lining also adds opaqueness 
prevents fading and sun damage to curtain fabric 
‘and provides some insulation, 
Curtains may be lined the traditional way or lined 
to the edge with coordinating fabric 10 create a 
custom look, 
Select linings according to the weight of the curtain 
fabric, White or off-white sateen is the most often 
used lining fabric. Specially treated linings that resist 
staining and block out light are also available 

How to Line Curtains 

1) Turn, press and stiteh 2” (5 em) double-fold hem 
in lining. Turn and press double-fold hem in curtain, 
Tack weights inside fold of curtain hems at seams 
and stitch curtain hems. 

Cutting Directions 
For a lined Curtain with a casing, eut the curtain 
as directed on page 27. For lining, with 
double-fold hem, cut lining the finished length 
of curtain plus 214" (6.5 em); cut lining 6" (15 ern) 
narrower than cut width of curtain, Seam 
widths, aligning curtain and lining sears if possible 
For curtains lined 10 the edge, cut curtain andl lining 
the finished length plus amount for double-fold her 
and 14" (1,8 em) for seam at upper edge, Cut panels 
the finished width plus 1" (2.5 cm) for side seams, 

I 
2) Place lining on curtain, right sides together, so 
lining is 1/2" (3.8 cm) above curtain hem. Pin and 
stitch 4" (1.3 em) seams on sides 

8) Turn curtain right side out. Center lining so side 
hems are equal width, Press side hem with seam 
allowance toward center. Continue to the top edge 
of the curtain 

34 

4) Press '/" (1.3 cm) seam allowance across upper 
edge of curtain, Fold upper edge of curtain down 
an amount equal to depth of casing and heading 
Lining ends at foldline. 



5) Stiteh close to the folded edge to form casing 
For curtains with headings, stiteh the heading, the 
desired depth. 

7) Turn side hems back diagonally below lining to 
form a miter, Slipstitch miter in place 

How to Line Curtains to the Edge 

1) Cut curtain and lining the same 
size, Turn, press and stitch equal on lining 
lower hems in curtain and lining, with 14" (1 

lining together with lower hems 
even. Pin sides and upper edge 

Casing 

2) Mark casing and heading depth — 8) Ty 

oe 

6) Hand-tack weights along lower edge ¢ 

- 
C —— 

8) Make French tacks about 12° (80.5 em) apart 
between hem and lining, using double thread. Take 
two stitches near top of hem and directly across in 
ining, leaving 1" (2.5 em) slack in thread. Make 
blanket stitch over thread; secure with knot in lining 

sin lining and curtain Press seams flat. Stitch easing and 

Place right sides of curtain and and upper edge, leaving ope 
heading. Insert curtain rod 1 

asing, Hang curtain and fold 
fon both sides at easing lin lining to right side so contrasting 
Diagonally trim fabric shows; secure with tieback 
Press the upper seam open. 



‘Tab ‘Top Curtains 

Fabric tbs are aun attractive alternative to conventional 
casings curtain rings. Tab top curtains used 
a decorative curtain rod create a traditional country 
look, a contemporary tailored look or a casual cafe 
look. They are also ideal for stationary side panels 
Tabs give top interest to a curtain, and cm be made 
with contrasti abric, decorative ribbon or trim. 
Only one and one-half to two times the fullness is 
needed for tb top curtains, Allow 18" (1.3 em) s 
allowance at the upper edge of the curtain inst 
of the usual casing allowance. When determinit 
the finished length, allow for the upper edge o 
curtain to be 13" to 2" (3.8 to 5 cm) below the rod 
This determines the length of the tabs. Determine 
number of tabs needed by placing a tab at each edge 
of the curtain, and space the remaining tabs 6° to 8 
15 to 20.5 cm) apart 

How to Sew Tab Top Curtains 

Me 
1) Cut a 8” (7.5 em) facing strip 2) Measure tab length by pinning 3) Fold each tab in half lengthwise 
equal in length to the width of the a strip of fabric over the rod ar ght sides together. Stitch 
curtain panel, Press under rhing the desired length with 1:3 em) seam along cut edge; sew 
(1.3 cm) on one long side and each a pin, Add Ms" (1.9 crn) for seam from ane tab to the next, ust 
short end, Press double-fold lower allowance. Gut tabs to measured inuuous stitching (arrow) 
and side hems of curtain, Stitch length, and tw s the desir right side out. Center seam in 

width plus 1 





Zigzag over a strong, thin 
fabric to make long ruffle 
gathers. Use cor 
placed 74" (1 cm) from 
stitch so cord does not get 

n cord on wrong side 
s easier to adjust into even 
cotton or dental floss, 

w edge. Use wide zigzag 
aught in the stitching. 

Ruffled Curtains 

Ruffled curtains add a charming, warm touch to any 
room of the house, and the weight of muffles helps 
Curtains hang better, The ruffle on a curtain usually 
extends along one side and across the bottom. In the 
directions that follow the curtain is hemmed after 
the ruffle is attached, and the ruffle extends into the 
casing and heading, 4 coordinated shirred valance 
(page 65) may be added for a decorative touch 

Ruffle fullness depends on fabric weight 
width, Sheer fabrics usually need triple fullness 
Crisper fabrics need only two or two and one-half 
times fullness. Wide ruffles should be fuller than 
harrow ruffles. You will usually need to purchase 
jess additional fabric when ruffles are cut on the 
crosswise grain. If ruffles are cut on the selvage 
tise the selvage edge in the seam. Hem the edge 
of the ruffle before gathering. 

Single ruffles are one layer of gathered fabric with 
hemmed edge. Narrow ruffles should have a hem 
no wider than /" (6 mm). 

Double ruffles require a double width of fabric 
which is folded in half, wrong sides together. The 
folded edge eliminates the need for a hem. Because 
of the extra bulk created by two layers, itis best to 
make double ruffles from lightweight fabrics, 

The zigzag stitch, the ruffler and the narrow hemmet 
can speed up the task of making ruffles. Begin by 
cutting the fabric the appropriate width for a single 
or double ruffle, Then seam sections together at the 
Short ends to make a continuous length, using, pla 
Seams for double ruffles and French seams for 
Single ruffles. Hem one long edge of single ruffles 
tither by machine-stitching a double-fold ¥4" (6 mm) 
hem, or by using a narrow hemmer 

jer attachment to tuck oF gather as you 
few, Make a test stip and adjust ruffler to desired 
fullness, Measure the test strip before and after 
sirching to determine length of fabric needed, Omit 

13 (opposite) when using ruffler steps 1 thr 



How to Attach Ruffles 



Tiebacks 

YOU WIL 

| Decorator fabre for tibacks, 
Heavyweight fusible interfacing. 
Brown paper for 
Fusible web strips, length of 
fi eback width, 

| em) brass or plastic 
 tieback. 



How to Sew Straight Tiebacks 

| a! 

1) Center fusible interfacing on 2) Turn tieback right side our $) Hand-tack ring on back 
wrong side of tieback and fuse Center seam down back and press. sean it each end of tieback 
Press the short ends under! Turn pressed ends inside, Insert Ya" (6 mm) from edge (a). Or press 
L3 em), Fold tieback in half fusible web at each ene and fuse orners diagonally to inside to 

form a point; slipstitch or fuse lengthwise, right sides togethe Or slipstitch closed, 
comers in place. Attach ring (b) Stitch 14" (1.3m) seam, leaving 

short ends open. Press 

How to Sew Shaped Tiebacks 

1) Position pattern on fold to cut. 2) Pin tieback pieces, right 3) Turn tieback right side out 
fabric and interfacing. Center together, Stitch 4" (1,3 em) seam, press, Insert fusible web at 
interfacing on wrong side of each leaving 4” (10cm) opening on one opening and fuse. Or slipstiteh 

closed. Hand-tack rings at each lieback piece and fuse long edge for turning, Grade seam, 
y ») from allowances; notch or clip curves at end of tieback 



Bound ‘Tiebacks 

Binding emphasizes the graceful 
line of a curved tieback and allows 
you to pick up an accent color 
from the room decor or from the 
curtain fabric, Shaped tiebacks are 
easier 10 bind than straight tieback 
because the bias binding will ease 
around curves 

Cutting Directions 
Cut two pieces of fabric and (wo 
piece 
he pattern; do not add sear 

to tieback. Make bias 
Lape as on page 74, Cut the tape 
1" (2.5 em) longer than the 

3) Press bias strip over edge 1) Position pattern on fold to 2) Press under 14" (1.8 em) o1 
of tieback, Turn under cut edge cut fabric and interfacing. Fuse one end of bias strip. Starting with 

interfacing to wrong side of tieback, pressed end, baste strip to tieb: of bias strip to meet seamline 
Pin wrong sides of teback together, right sides together, clipping slipstich. Hand-tack rings (o ends 

nd curves, Stitch strip of tieback 
rom edge 



Ruffled ‘Tiebacks 

Adding ruffled tiebacks changes 
the appearance of the curtains and 
the look of a window. Make ruffles 
from a matching or coordinating 
fabric in a width that suits the 
length curtain, Purchased 
pregathered lace or eyelet ruffles 
may be used to reduce sewing time 
* Cutting Directions 
Cut ruffle the desired width plus 
1 

half times the finished length 
Cut a straight tieback and 
interfacing (page 40). The tieback 
should be in proportion to the 
ruffle width, usually less than half 

How to Sew Ruffled Tiebacks 

3) Fold tieback in half lengthwise 
cher, Pin the folded 

le seam. Edgestitch 

1) Fuse interfacing to wrong side 2) Zigzag over a cord (page $8 
of tieback. Press under '4" (1.3 em) Pin wrong side of ruffle to right 
on one long side and both ends of 

wrong sides tc 
side of tieback, matching snips and edge over n 

tieback. Stitch a %4" (6 mm) hem aw edges. Pull up gathering cord across ends and along gathered on one long side and both ends of until ruffle fits tieback. Distribut seam, Hand-tack the rings to ends 
ruffle. Fold ruffle and tieback into gathers evenly and pin. Stitch 
fourths; mark folds with snip: ruffle 1" (1.3 em) from edge 

of tieback, 



Shower Curtain 

turtains 

the width of the 
and add 4” (10 em) ea to be covered by the 

Standard 

Fusible interf 
Plastic shower curtain liner. 
Eyelets or grommets 

iparately 
When: 

urtain and the liner 



How to Sew a Shower Curtain 

YT 

1) Turn under and stiteh a der 2” (5 em) double 3) Ea +h upper hem in place 
(7.5 em) double-fold hem on lowe upper edge of cur Or apply fusible web, following the 
edge of curtain. Turn under anc Ope fold and fuse a ») manufacturer's directions, Fusing 
stitch 1” (2,5 em) double-fold hem strip sible interf ng adds more stability to upper edge 
on each side of the curtain foldline, Fold again to form curtain, 

double-fold he 

4) Mark positions for eyelets 5a) Fasten eyelets securely using 5b) Make vertical buttonholes, 
grommets or buttonholes across eyelet set and hammer or eyele (6 mm to 1.3 em) long, To 
upper hem, using the plastic liner —_ pliers. If using eyelet set, work or prevent buttonholes from raveling, 
as the guide for spacing holes ap wood or a hard apply liquid fray preventer to cul 
Position liner 4" (6 mm) down 
from upper edge 





Shades 

Shades control light and provide privacy when used 
alone or with curtains. Because they fit close 0 
windows, shades are also energy efficient, 
Shades can be mounted either inside or outside the 
window frame. The screws can be inserted on either 
the 1" or 2” (2.5 or 5 cm) side of the mounting 
board, This will determine how far from the window 
your shade will hang, 
Roman shade is the basis for stitched-tuck, hobbled, 
coud, balloon and insulated shades, These shades 
are raised and lowered by a system of eords and 
rings which cause them to pleat into soft folds 
when raised. 
Stitched-tuck shade has small, topstitehed tucks 
along the folds of the shade. These tucked rows 
alternate between the front and the back of the 
shade, giving the pleats « crisp look, 
Hobbled shade is two times the length of a 
flat Roman shade, Excess fabric is taken up in 

‘Two Ways to Mount Shades 

Inside mounted shade fits completely inside window 
opening. Accurate construction and mounting is 
important. Attach shade to 1" x 2" (2.5% 5 cm) 
‘mounting board; then attach board to top of 
window frame with angle irons or screws. Finished 
width and length of shade are equal to width and 
length of window opening 

permanent soft folds between each row of rings, 
kiving the shade a bubbled look when lowered. 
Cloud shade is cut avo to three times the width of 
the window, then shirred across the upper edge to 
create a soft heading, The lower edge of the shade 
{alls into gentle pouts, 
Balloon shade is also cut two to two and one-half 
times the width of the window, but its fullness is 
folded into oversized inverted pleats at the heading, 
and lower edge, This shade also has permanent 
pouts at the bottom. 

Insulated shade is a basic Romuan shade mace with 
insulated lining and a magnetic edge-seal. These 
shades block out heat or cold, and help regulate 
temperature extremes at windows, 
Roller shade takes on a custom look when made to 
coordinate with fabrics in the room. These shades, 
stiffened with a fusible shade hacking, are easy to 
make because they require very lite sewing, 

Outside mounted shade is attached to mounting 
board, which is secured with screws or angle irons 
above the window: Finished shade is the same width 
as the mounting board and covers the frame when 
lowered, Finished shade length equals distance from 
top of board to sill or apron, Use this method for 
windows of different sizes or outoF-square windows, 

v7 



Wa, 

YOU WILL NEED 

| Decorator fabric tor shade, 
- Lining fabrie for lining and facing stip 
‘Mounting board, 12" (2.5 = em), eut to size for 
inside oF outside mounting (page 47), Paint ends of 
board or cover with matching fabric, | 

Serew eyes or pulleys, lar Gare to hold all che 
fas, Number should equal the number of pale sab ‘should eqn ral 

eae for Cai ey Age of wt Fach v4 cgdlay nachijragheh asta 
as iu eieoeay Hove Ihesaae (oe NOG 

Roman Shade 

Roman shades have a tailored appearance that 
complements many styles of decor, Use them alone 
or add comices, curtains or draperies 
Like roller shades, Roman shades are flat and 
smooth when down, When pulled up, they tke 
up more space at the top because they pleat crisply 

of rolling. If you want the raised shade to 
dow completely, mount it at the ceiling 

This also adds apparent height co the window. A 
system of evenly-spaced cords and rings on the back 
of the shide causes the shade to pleat when pulled 
A weight bar near the bottom of the shade adds, 
stability and aids smooth tracking. 

{fects the look of the finished 
fabrics work best for the pleats 
htweight, solter fabries may 
des will be less crisp-looking 

Roman shades are usually lined. This gives added 
body to revents fabric fading and gives 
windows a uniform appearance from the outside 
You may need to seam fabric or lining to create 
enough width for the shades, Be sure to consider 
these seams when measuring for construction 
Additional fabric may be needed to march a print, 
plaid or other design, 
To make measuring and construction easier and 
more accurate, use a folding cardboard cutting 
bord on your work surface 

Cutting Directions 
Determine width and length of finished shade, Gut 
decorator fabric for shade 3” (7.5 em) wider and 5 

(7.5 em) longer than finished shade 

Cut lining with width equal to finished width of 
shade; length equal to finished length plus 
8" (7.5 em) 
Cut facing strip from lining fabric, 5” (12.6 em) 

length equal to finished width of shade plus 
2" (bem). 

Plastic rings, "(1.8 em), equal 1o number of vertical 
ows mulipled by number of horizontal rows, Or use 
Sig with 6° (15 res the length of the 
shade times the number of vertical rows plus 6” 
(15 em) for each row, 

Weight rod, one ¥%" (1 cm) brass rod or '4" (1.3 em) 
rustproof flat bar, cut 4" (16cm) shorter than 
finished width of shade. 
White glue or liquid fray preventer, 



How to Make a Roman Shade 

1) Sketch the shade to use as a guide for rin locations, page 50, step 7, Cut shade fabric; s for width, if necessary. IF fabric ravels, finish side edges with zigzag stitch or liquid fray preventer 

g on shade fabric, wrong sides together Slip lining under side hems, Smooth 
lining. Pin in place; slipstitch, if desired, 

5) Fold and press facing extensions to back of shade so they do not show on the right side 
in place 

Fuse or stitch 

) Place shade fabric wrong side up on work surface, Mark finished width. Press 
side 

4) Center and pin {acing strip on right side of shade, even with lower edge, with 1" (25 cm) extending at each side. Stitch V4" (1.4 em) trot lower edge. Press toward wrong side of shad 

6) Turn under raw edge of facing 1 urn under again 3" (7-5 cm). Stitch along folded edge. Stitch again, 1" (2.5 cm) from first stitching to form pocket for weight rod 



How to Make a Roman Shade (continued) 

\ 
7) Mark locations for rings with horizontal and 
Vertical rows of X's, First, mark outside vertical rows 
1" (2,5 em) from shade edges so rings hold side 
hems in place, Space vertical rows 8" to 12" (20.5 
40,5 em) apart across shade, Position bottom row just 
above the rod pocket. Space horizontal rows 5" 0 8' 
(12.5 to 20.5 em) apart 

5” (12.5 em) 

9c) Use ring tape instead of rings, if desired, Turn 
under 44" (1.3 cm) at bottom of tape andl place at 
top of rod pocket. Pin tape to shade in vertical rows, 
lining up rings horizontally, Stitch both long edges 
and bottom of tape with zipper foot, stitching all 
tapes in same direction 

13) Gut lengths of cord, one for each row of rings. 
Each cord will be a different length; cords go up the 
shade, across the top and partway down one side 
String cord through rings an 
excess cord at one side for pulling 

8) Pin through both layers of fabric at center of ring 
markings, with pitts parallel to bottom of shade, Fold 
shade in accordion pleats at pins to position shade 
for machine or hand stitching of rings, If using ring. 
tape, omit steps Ya and 9b, 

10) Staple or tack shade to top of mounting board. 
If shade is mounted outside of window frame, paint 
or wrap the board with lining fabric before attaching 
shade, This gives the shade a finished loc 

7s 

14) File ends of weight rod or cover ends with tape 
Insert rod into rod pocket and slipstitch ends closed, 
\ galvanized or iron rod, painted to resist rusting, 

can be used instead of a brass roc 



9a) Attach rings by placing fold (pin in center) under presser foot with ring next to fold, Set stitch length 
at 0, and zigzag at widest setting, Secure ring with 8 to 10 stitches, catching small amount of fold in each 
stitch, Lock stitches by adjusting needle to penetrate 
fabric in one place (width setting at 0) for 2 or 
% stitches, 

9b) Tack rings by hand if zigeag stitch is not 
available, Use double thread. Secure with 4 or 6 
Stitches in one place, through both fabric layers. 
Reinforce all ings in bottom row with extra stitches 
they hold the weight of the fabric 

11) Insert screw eyes on mounting board to line up 
with vertical rows; place one screw eye ubove each 
row. On heavy or wide shad 
of screw eyes. 

12) Tie a nonslip knot in botom ring. Apply white glue to knot and ends of cord to prevent knot tron 
slipping. Thread cord through the vertical row 
of rings 

use pulleys instead 

15) Mount shade (page 47). Adjust cords with shade 
lowered so the tension on each cord is equal. ‘Tie cords in a knot just below screw eye. Braid cords 
and secure at bottom with a knot or drapery pull 

16) Center awning cleat on edge of window frame or on wall, Wind cord around cleat to secure shade position when the shade is raised 



Narrow stitched wicks along each fold line add 
interest to this tailored ve att shavte 

48 to 51 before Read about Roman shades on 

Pritt 
| | | ' Stitched-tuck Shade | | | i 

beginning this project 
To determine the number of tucks, subtract 9 
5 cm) for the hem from finished length of shad 

Divide this mber by 3" (75 cm), the approxinate 
ween hicks, 10 get the number of tucks: 

ad this figure to the nearest whole number, To 
determine spacing between tucks, divide the 
finished length of shade by the nurnber of tucks (a 
determined at 
tucks, beginning with the bottom tuck 

Cutting Directions 
Cut decorator fabric 
page 48), adding 

ining fabric, 5 hy equal 
finished shade width p 

YOU WILL NEED 

Decorator fabric for shade 
Lining fabric for lining and facing sti 
Notions: mounting board, plastic rings, screws eyes 

e, awning 
taple gun, as for Roman shade 

How to Make a Stitched-tuck Shade 

1) Follow directions for Roman 
shade, pages 49 and 50, steps 1 to 
7, except space horizontal rows as 
figured above. Draw tal lines 
across wrong side of shade at ring 
locations. Baste lining and outer id press crease in each fold 
fabric together on each line Machine-ba: 

we water-soluble pen 8) Stitch \" (6 mm) from 
Fold and press sharp reased edges on right side and 

ach basting line, wrong je. Complete the 
Bring opposite shade 

« Roman shade, pag 
steps 9a to 16, Do not use ring wpe 



Hobbled Shade 

The hobbled shade falls into soft folds because it is 
twice the length of the Roman shade, The folds are 
held in place by twill tape. Read about Roman shades 
(pages 48 to 51) before beginning this project 
To determine the number of folds, subtract 3 

(7.5 cm) for the hem from finished length of shade Divide this number by 6” (15 cm), the approximate spacing between folds, (0 get the number of folds, 
Round this figure to the nearest whole number, To 
determine the spacing between folds, divide the 
finished length of the shade by the number of folds 
(as determined above), 
*< Cutting Directions 
Cut decorator fabric and lining as for Roman shade 
(page 48), doubling the length for both fabrics. Cut 
facing strip from lining fabric, 5” (12.5 cm) wide; 
length equal to finished shade width plus 2" (5 cm) 
Cut twill tape, length equal to finished shade length 
plus S” (7.5 em). 
YOU WILL NEED 

Decorator fabric for shade 
Lining fabrie for lining and facing strip 
Twill tape 
Notions: mounting board, plastic rings, screw eyes 

(1.8 em) wide 

or pulleys, shade cord, weight rod, white glue, awning cleat and staple gun, as for Roman shade 

Inside 

2) Pin tapes to the shade, lining up 
marks on tapes with marks on 
shade. The excess fabric between 
the markings forms folds on the 
right side of the shade 

1) Follow directions for Roman 
shade, pages 49 and 50, steps 1 to 
7, except space horizontal rows as 

Align tapes with 
shade; mark tapes at intervals 
halfway between rings on shade 
beginning at top of rod pocket 

figured above 

3) Tack the rings in place, catching 
the tape and both layers of the 
fabric at each ring, Complete 
shade following directions for 
Roman shade, pages 50 and 51 
steps 10 t0 16, 



Cloud Shade 

The cloud shade is another 
casy-to-make variation of 
Roman shade with a soft st 
heading. Because this shade ha 
alight, airy look, lining is usually 
hot necessary. Lightweight, soft or 
sheer fabrics are suggested for 
cloud shades 
Cloud shades are generally 
mounted inside the window and 
may be used alone or under 
draperies. The shade’s shirred 
heading has a finished look 
that makes av 
unnecessary, A short cloud shade 
may also be used as a valance over 
other window treatments 
Cloud shades made of lightweight 
fabrics may be shirred on a curtain 
rod or wooden pole, omitting the 
need for a mounting board, In this 
case, finish the upper edge of the 
shade with a simple casing (page 
$1) and insert screw eyes directly 
into the window frame 
Directions for making a cloud 

ile are given. on pages 56 and 
87, Read about Roman shades on, 
pages 48 10 51 before beginning 
this project. 
% Cutting Directions 
Cut decorator fabrie so width of 
shade is two to three times wideh 
of window and about 12" (30.5 em) 
longer than window. Seam fabric 
together as necessary for desired 
width, Also cut facing strip 4 
(10 em) wide; the length equal to 
the width of the finished shade 
plus 1" (2.5 em), 

YOU WILL NEED 
Decorator fabrie for shade and 
facing strip, 
Four-cord shirring tape, length 
equal to width of shade, 
Notions: mounting board, plastic 
rings, screw eyes or pulleys, shade 
cord, weight rod, white glue 
awning cleat and staple gun, as 
for Roman shade 



Balloon Shade 

The balloon shade is another 
riation of the Roman shade. A 

s of evenly placed box pleats 
gives this shade a fuller, softer 
effect than the more tailored 
Roman shade. 
Made from soft, sheer or unlined 
fabrics, balloon shades drape into 
gentle poufs or swags. With sturdier 
fabries, the softness remains but 
the fabric may require hand 
dressing to even out the fullness 
Linings are optional. Follow the 
directions for a lined Roman sh 
page 49, step 3, if opaqueness or 
additional body is required 
Directions for making a balloon 
shade are given on 
57, Read 1 shades 
pages 48 to 51 before beginning 
this project 
© Cutting Directions 
Cut decorator fabric so width of 
¢ is two to two and one-half 

times width of window and about 
12” (30.5 cm) longer than window 
Seam together as necessary for 
desired width, positioning the sear 
the inside fold of a pleat. Also 

cut facing strip 3° (7.5 em) wide 
and the length equal to the width 
Of finished shade plus 1” (2.5 em). 

nto help you 
position the pleats accurately on 
the shade, Make pattern by cutting 
a narrow strip of paper, such as 
adding machine paper, the a 
length as the unfinished width of 
the shade 

YOU WILL NEED 

Decorator fabric for shade and 
facing strip, 
Lining fabric for lining (optional), 
Notions: mounting board, plastic 
rings, screw eyes or pulleys, shade 
cord, weight rod, white glue, 
awning cleat and staple gun, as 
for Roman shade, 



How to Make a Cloud Shade 

a 
1) Seam fabric if necessary for width, using 2) Turn under 3%" (9.5 em) at upper edge, Pin 
French seams, Turn under and press 1" (2.5 em) shirring tape A" (6 mm) from fold, Pull out } 
double-fold side and lower hems, Swaight-stiteh or 1.3 em) of cord at each end; turn tape under to 
blindstitch hems, finish ends. Using zipper foot, stitch on each side 

of cord, (Contrasting thread is used to show detail.) 

a 
- 

~ A 

5) Pull other ends of cords until shade gathers up to 6) Press under 1" (1.3 em) on short ends of facing 
width of mounting board, Knot, glue and trim pulled (rip. Fold strip in half lengthwise, wrong sides 

d ends as in step 4, above together, Pin raw edges of strip to right side of 
nace above shirring tape; stiteh 0" (1.3 em) from 

edge, Staple strip to top of mounting board. 
How to Make a Balloon Shade 

J 

3” (7.5 cm)| 

1) Prepare fabric as in step | 2) Place paper pattern on shade) Fold, pin and press pleats the 
above, but do not hem lower edge. at lower edge. Place seams at back entire length of shade. Stitch | 
Fold pleats in pattern 9 to 12 tolds of pleats. Mark pleat fold (1.3 cm) from upper and lower 
(23 to 30.5 cm) apart and about 6” lines with 4" (6 mm) snips, Repeat edges to secure pleats. Stitch again 
(15 cm) deep. Use even number of this step along the upper edge of 3" (75 cm) from upper edge for 
pleats with half pleat at each side, the shade mounting guideline 



6 

3) Mark positions for rings. Space horizontal rows 
bout 6" (15 cm) apart, Space vertical rows 18” te 
36" (46 t 91.5 cm) apart; rows will be half that 
distance apart when shirring tape is gathered. 
Attach rings, page 51, step 9a or St 

4) Knot ends of shirring cords along one edge « 
shade to keep the cords from pulling out. Apply 
white glue » knots so they stay in place, ‘Trim ends 

LS 

7) Tie together bottom three rings of each vertical 
row. This creates a permanent pouf in the shade 
even when it is completely lowered. String and 
mount as for Roman shades, pages 50 and 5! 
steps 13, 15 and 16. 

8) Cover the weight rod with matching fabric. Insert 
rod in lower hem. Gather fabric evenly on the rod 
to correspond to gathers on upper edge, Slipstitch 
ends of hem closed 

4) Press under i" (1.3 cm) on short 5) Press strip to wrong 5 Auch 6) Staple upper edge of shade to 
ends af facing strip; press in half rings through one layer at center of mounting board, with mounting 
lengthwise, wrong sides together pleats, with bottom rings on facing guideline ar the upper edge of 
Pin strip 10 bottom of sha on fold and top rings be 

t side, Stitch 2" (1.3 em) from 
edge for rod pocket; finish sear 

Ww guideline, — mounti 
pal step 9a or 9b, Vertical rows 
should be abour 6” (15 em) 

ig board so stitching does 
not show. Finish as for doud shade 

vat steps 7 and 8, above. 



Roller Shade 



How to Make a Roller Shade 

Me ee 

1) Mark center at upper and lower 
and fusible backing. Place the wrony 
fabric to the resin side of the backing, matching 
edges and center markings. 

8) Use a yardstick to mark cutting 
lines on sides of shade; distance 
between cutting lines should be 
equal to finished width of shade 
Use a carpenter's square or cutting 
board for right angles. 

6) Stitch 1!" (3.2 em) from folded 
edge, using long stitches to form a 
pocket for the slat. Press pocket 
Insert the slat, Attach shade pull 
if desired 

ges of fabric 
side of the 

2) Fuse according to manufacturer's directic 
ime and temperature, working from center to outside 
and from top to botter 

\d is permanently set 
Allow shade 10 cool before 

4) Cut carefully along cutting lines 5) Fold under 124" (3.8 em) along 
with smooth, even strokes, To keep lower edge for a straight hem and 
edges from raveling, put a smal at pocket. Us 
amount of white glue on your to check right angles at corners 
finger and draw italong each edy 
Let dry completely 

—— 

7) Position roller under or over top of shade, de 
is to roll, To attach roller 
attach roller over shade, place round pin to the 
wrong side of hem is turned 
Staple or tape shade to roller 

nding on how shade 
at pin to the right (a); t0 

ht (b), Make sure 
t will not show when shade is hung. 

der shade, place 





Insulated Roman Shade 

Insulated Roman shades are practical for se 
are energy conscious, These shades help you 
stay warm in winter and cool in summer, they p: 
for themselves in reduced heating and cooli 
Read about Roman shades on pages 48 to 51 be 
beginning this project 
The shades are lined with insulated lining, the 
portion of the shade that provides effective 
insulation when the shade is lowered. Insulated 
lining consists of four layers (see below), quilted in 
8” (20.5 cm) channels, with 4° (10 em) channels at 
the edges. 
Because the insulating layers are quilted, the 
time-consuming task of making your own layers is 
eliminated, Quilting also reduces bulk, making the 
finished shade more attractive and easier to handle 
The quilting lines mark the horizontal ring positions 
on the Roman shade. (Channels run on the lengthwise 
grain of the fabric but crosswive on the finished 
shade.) This eliminates much o! uring 
normally requi 

edt shades 
nclows 

consists 
long the sides of 

\ 

Combined with 
can reduce 
even more effectively 
of flexible magnetic strips placed 

Insulated lining consists of four 
layers: cotton/polyester lining (a): 
polyester batting (b); polyethelene 
moisture vapor barrier (¢); heat 
reflecting Mylar® (d). With the 
addition of the decorator fabric (e), 
the shade provides five layers 
of insulation. 

twa pieces 

scissors at an angle 

ee" 

Splice for added length by j 
king lines” This 

ntains 8” (20.5 cm) between 
lines. Stitch through all layers. 
applying slight tension in front of 
and behind needle. Trim and grade 
seam to '4” (6 mm), holding 

the window and inside the shade edges. On closed 
shades. these strips form an airtight seal which keeps 
warm, moist air from flowing around the edges of 
the shade, causing energy loss and condensation 
The magnetic strips may be painted to match the 
window frame 
Before making the shade, decide how it will be 

ed to determine the length and width of the 
finished shade. The three types of mounts that may 
be used for insulated Roman shades are mside, oudside 
and Ayénd. Descriptions of inside and outside mounts 
fare given on pages 47 and tit 
The hybrid mount (page 64) is especially good for 

ulated shades. Although the mounting board is 
cut and mounted like an inside mount, the shade is 
about 4" (2 cm) wider on each side and overlaps the 
window to control airflow around the edges. 
*< Cutting Directions 
1 fabric for shade 3" (7.5 cm) wider and. 12" 

‘n) longer jnished shade. Cut ins 
if with width equal to finished width of shade: 

length equal to finished length plus about 4" (10 cm) 
for mounting 

YOU WILL NEED 

Decorator fabric 
Insulated lining, 
Magnetic tape for exge- 
Notions: Mounting board, 
pulley or pulley lock, shade cu 
leat, glue and staple gun, as 

Edge-seal system consists of strips 
of magnetic tape placed on the 
window frame to correspond (0 
strips of tape placed inside the 
shade. When pressed together 
magnetic strips form a seal that 
shuts out hot or cold air. To 
release seal, pull shade out at 
lower edge 



How to Sew an Insulated Roman Shade 

t 

RE 

1) Gut insulated lining and shade fabric as directed Pin shade and insulated lining, with right side 
in cutting directions (page 61), Splice lining for together and top and side edges even. The shade 
added length, if necessary, as directed on page 6 fabric will not lie flat because of the 5° (7.5 crn) 
Position a4" (10 em) channel at lower edge of the aided tor side hens, Stitch 4" (1.8 cm) seam 
shade, 8" (20,5) from cut edge Zigrag or edgestitch close to cut edge to reduce buth 

and prevent insulation from curli 

14" (9.2 em) 

(20.5-30.5 em) 

5) Place a 24%" (6.5 cm) strip of 6) Turn shade right side out. Turn 7) Place shade, lining side up, on 
magnetic tape on the right side of under 4” (10 cm) double-fold hem flat surface, Do not press. Mark 
shade fabric on the searn allowa xt lower edge. Be sure lower edge positions for rings on quilting 
of lower hem area, just below ed is square, ‘Taper side hem edges ‘ows. Place rings 1/4" (3.2 cm) 
of insulation, If magnetic seal is slightly so they do not show on from sides. Space vertical rows 8) 
used on lower edge, firmly press right side, Stitch close to hem f to 12° (20.5 to 30,5 em) apart, Pit 
long strip of magnetic tape across stitch 1” (2.5 cm) from first stitching through all layers and each ring 1 
shade at lower edge of insulatio line to form rod pocket prevent shifting. ‘Tack on rings 



lengths ¢ 1 ng irl De 
tape corners with ct shi 1 pl punting area at top 
from tearing fabric shade or in 

R 
8) Wrap 10) Clean window frame with 

Ape, oF 
wear on shade fabric. In 
rod icket. Slipstitch 
pening closed. 



How to Mount an Insulated Shade Using an Outside Mount 

| at 
50 and BL as for Roman shade, pages 

Yand 13. Screw mounting board into wall 
at to side of window frame or wall 

5 em) board to the width of 2) Str 
steps I 
Auach awning ¢ 
if not using a lock pulley 

1) Cut 1" 2" (2.5% 
finished shade. Wrap shade up and over edge of 
board; staple to back. Place pulley and screw eyes 
directly above rows of rings 

How to Mount an Insulated Shade Using an Inside Mount 

2) Serew mounting board into top of window frame 
Attach awning cleat to side of window frame or wall 
if not using a lock pulley 

1) Cut 1" 2" (2.5 x5 em) board (o fit inside window 
opening, Wrap shade over edge of board; staple 
Place pulley and screw eyes directly above rows of 

as for Roman shade, pages 50 and 51 rings. Str 
steps 12 and 13, 

How to Mount an Insulated Shade Using a Hybrid Mount 

| strip over staple portion 
2" (2.5 x5 cm) board to fit inside window 2) Place narrow cardboard 

1) Gut | 
pening. Fold shade over at upper edge to finished 

n. Place fold along upper edge of board so | leng 
\ sides of shade extend equally beyond board. Lift 

near the fold, shade and staple to mounting board 1 

of of shade with upper edge of cardbvoa 
nting board; staple, String as for 
5 50 and 51, steps 12 and 13. 

low frame 
upper edge of mot 
Roman shade, pa 
Screw mounting board into top of wine 
Atich awning cleat to side of window frame or wall 



Cornices & Valances 



Pleated Draperies 

Ples 
which elimunates te 

d draperies are easy to sew with pleater tape 
1s, complicated measuring, 

inch pleats are the traditional pleated heading for 
peries. Each pinch pleat is actually three small 

gether at regular intervals, Pleater 
tape for pinch pleats has evenly spaced pockets 
pleats grouped 

woven into it; special four-prom 
inserted into the pockets draw up the pleats 

cd pleater hooks 

Select pleater tape that gives the desired drapery 
fullness. Some pleater tapes are designed to give an. 
exact double fullness; others allow for more or less 

n double fullness, depending on how the pockets 
are used. Determine the drapery fullness (page 27) 

to the fabric weight, lightweight fabries 
require more fullness than heavy fabrics 

Panel draperies arc stationary pleated panels that 
hang at the sides of the window 
Draw draperies can be closed 1 cover the entire 
width of the window. These draperies hang on 
traverse rods and pull open to one side only 
(one-way draw) or to both sides (two-way draw 
Bef iting fabric or tape, prepleat the tape only 
using pleater hooks to dete 
of the draperies and the pleat position. Pleat tape to 
the width of the drapery panel and hang it on the 
rod. Adjust pleats as nevessary so the last pleat of 
the panel is at the corner of the rod return, Do not 
position pleats on the return or at the center of 
two-way draperies where panels overlap. Remove 
pleater hooks and measure tape to determine the 
finished width of drapery panels, as in steps | and 
2, opposite 

mnine the finished width 

*< Cutting Directions 
After pleat ape to correct size, cut pleater tape 
for each > that panels have pockets in the 
same position. Add. Vs" (1,3 cm) at each end of 
pleater tape for finishing 
Cut decorator fabric so width is the length of the 
pleater tape plus 4” (10 cm) to allow for 1" (2.5 cn) 
double-fold side hems. Seam fabric if necessary 

ing 1° (2.5 cm) for each seam, For length, cur 
fabric finished length, plus 614” (16.3 cm) to allow 
for 3" (73 cm) double-fold hem and 14" (1.3 etn} 
for turning under on upper edge 
YOU WILL NEED 

Decorator fabric for draperies 
Pleater tape to match style of heading 
Pleater hooks and end pins 









Pillow Fashions 

Pillow styles range from simple to elaborate, Choice 
of technique affects your sewing Ume. Choose a 
simple knife-edge pillow, or invest more time in 
tailoring, a box pille 

ipper 
1) Neckrolls are small round bolsters that are often 
trimmed with lice or ruffles, Sleeping bag pillow 
are the simplest neckre 
made with a drawstring elosure at each end of 

2) Shirred corded pillow is made by inserting 

Cording is gathered using a technique, known it 

Make cording in matching or contrasting fal 
add a decorative finish to a pillow 

3) Shirred box pillow uses shirring to gather both 
edyes of the boxing strip. This makes the pillow 

4) Flange pillow has a single or double, flat 
welf-border, usually 2” (5 cm) wide, around a plump 
knife-edge pillov 

5) Mock box pillow is a variation of the knife-edge 
pillow, with shaped corners to add depth, Corne 
made using gadhered style are tied inside the pillo 

ake 
) Ruffled pillow features gathered | 

made in single or double layers. Pill 
by ruffles in matehiny 
attractive showcases for needlepoint 

contrasting fabri 

mbroidery or candlewicking 

7) Box pillow has the added depth of a straight 

pillow, or firm for a chair 

8) Mock box pillow can be made with mitered corner 

9) Knife-edge 
consists of ts 
right side out and stuffed 

pillow is the easiest pillow to make. It 
pieces of fabric sewn together, turned 

10) Corded pillow is a knife-edj 
matching or contrasting cording 

‘or make your own. Or finish Use purchased cordin 
the pillow with a mock corded edge for a corded 
look without extra sewing time or fabric, Corded 
pillows are often called. piped pillows. 



Pillow Fabrics, Forms & Fillings 

hhoose the right fabric 
how the pillow will be used and where it will be 
placed in your home. For a 
hard wear, select a sturdy, firmly woven fabric 1 
will retain its shape. 
Pillows get their shape from for 
Depending on their washability, loose fillings may be 
stuffed directly into the pil 
in a separate liner for easy removal. For ease in 
laundering or drycleaning, make a separate covering oF liner f 
muslin oF lin 
forms, Make 
pillow (pages 72 and 73), fll it with 
machine-stitch it closed. Choose from several kind 
of forms and fillings 

the stuffing, using lightweigh 
abric, or use purchased pillos 

Standard polyester forms are square, rc 
rectangular for knife-edge pillows in sizes from I 
0 30 to 76 cm). These forms are nonallergeni 
washable, do not bunch, and may have musi 
polyester outer coverings. Choose mu 
forms for pillows with hook and loop tape clo: 
The loose muslin fibers do not catch on the rough 
side of the tape 
Polyurethane foam is available in sheets 
(1.3 to 12.5 cm) thick for firm pillows and cu 
Some stores carry a high-density foam, 4” (I¢ 
thick, for extra firm cushions, Since cutting the foam 
is difficult, ask the salesperson to cut a piece to the 

f your pillow, If you must cut your own fo: 
n electric or serrated knife with silicone lubrican 

sprayed on the blade, Polyurethane foam is alsc 
available shredded 
Polyester fiberfill is washable, nonallergenic fil 
for pillows or pillow liners. Fibe 
loose-pack bags or pressed into batting sheets of 
varying densities. For a smooth pillow, sev. 
liner of batting, then stuff with loose fill. Soften the 
hard edges of polyurethane foam by wrapping the 
form with batting, 

ill comes ir 

favored by some Kapok is vegetable fiber fill 
decorators because ts softness. However, kapok 
is messy to work with and becomes mat he use 
Down is washed, quill-less feathers from the breast 
of geese and ducks. Down makes the most luxuriou 
pillows, but it is expensive and not readily available 



Knife-edge 
Pillow or Liner 

ge pillows are phurnp i 
: tu the 

calges, Ehese simp 
be made in half ant 

'e the knife-edlge pillow directions 

How to Make a Knife-edge Pillow or Liner 



4) Pin front to back, right 
(1.3 cm) seam, leaving opening on one side for 

s together. Stitch 

turning and stuffing. Backstitch at the beginsnin 
and end of seam 

6) Turn pillow right side out, pulling out corners. 
Press the seams. Press under the seam allowances 

7b) Stuff pillow or liner with polyester fiberfill, genth 
pulling pieces apart to fluff and separate fibers. Work 
filling into corners, using long, blunt tool sw 
spoon handle 

stitching. On pillows with curved edges « 

Yr” 

7a) Insert a purchased pillow form into the pillow 
or stuff the pillow with polyester fiberfill as in step 

ing closed and edgestitch close te 
edge, backstitching at beginning and end of the 
stitching. Or slipsutch opening closed. 



Corded Knife-edge 
Pillow 

Cording ad 

nade by covering 
2 strips. 

+ Cutting Directions 
Cut pillow front and back 
(23 cm) larger than finished 
pillow. loop tape 01 
Zipper (3.8 cm) 

v back width; for overlap closure 
add 54%" (14 cr), Cut bias strips 
for cording as in step 1, below 
YOU WILL NEED 
Decorator fabric for pillow front 
back and cording 
Cord (twisted white cotton or 
polyester cable), 3" (7.5 cm) longer 
than distance around pillow. 
Pillow form or knife-edge liner 
Zipper or other closure (optional) 
may be inserted (pages 88 t0 91), 

How to Make a Corded Knife-edge Pillow 

2) Pin strips at right angles, right sides together 
y (a). Si 

2 cm) strips parallel 
wider strips for thicker cord es even with edges ( 



Cut off one 
werlaps the 

6) Take out 1 stitching 7) Fold un 
from each end 
cord ends so they 



Mock Box Pillow 

Mock box pillow, 
of knife-edge pillows and can be 

are variations 

made in three styles. Corners on 
gathered styles are tied inside the 
pillow, Mitered styles have a short 
seam across each corner to create a 

have neat tucks at each corner 
Pillows with gathers or pleats are 
sometimes called Turkish pillows 

lored box shape, Pleated styles 

Cutting Directions 
Gut pillow front and back the 
size ofthe pillow form plus 1 
(2.5 ¢ ook and 
loop tape or zipper closure, add 
12" (3.8 em) to back width; for 
overlap closure, wdel 514" (i4 cm), 

YOU WILL NEED 

Knife-edge pillow form. Or, make 
A mock box pillow liner using the 
directions below. 
Decorator fabrie for pillow front 
and bac 
z sther closure (optional) 
may be inserted in center back 
page 90), 

How to Make a Mock Box Pillow with Mitered Corners 

1) Stitch as directed on page 73, 2) Measure on side seam from 8) Stitch acr 
step 4, Press seams open. Separate orner to half the finished depth 
front and back at corners, Genter or example 

s corner of pillow on 
narked line; backstitch at beginning 

and end. Do pot trim seam, Finish 
seams on each side of corner, on top deep, measure 144” (5.8.em) from pillow as for knife-edge pillow 
of each other. Pin through sear page 73, steps 6 to 7b. Slipstitch 

tw the seam, Opening closed 

pillow 3° (7. cx 

corner. Draw a line perpendicular 



3) Wrap thread several time 
around corner; secure with knot 

for 
1) Stitch pillow front (o pillow 
as for knife-edge pillow, page 
steps 4 and 5, Measure on each 
seamiine from. corne ished 
pillow depth. Draw diagonal line 
cross the corner 

Do not trim corner. R 

Slipstitch opening 

yw with Pleated Corners How to Make a Mock Box 

8) Spread corner flat, right sid 
up. Fold fabric from snip (0 pir 
pring fold to pr enter matk 

2) Mark mea: 1) Fold corner in half diagonally 
On raw edge, measure from the 
corner to half the finished pillow 
depth plus /4" (1.3 cm); for 
example, for pillow 8° (7.5 cm) 
deep, measure 2” (5 cm) from 

forming pleat. Pin pleat in 
Repeat f 

the corner 

cm) seam, leaving 
ic. Finish as for 
page 78, steps 6 
ning closed, 

4) Baste across pleat, 14" (13cm) 5) 
from raw edge, removing pins as 
you stitch, Trim triangle-shape back t 
piece from corner. Repeat for each plea 
corner of front and 

with fr 
» form 



Mock Corded Pillow 

erlap dosure, add 54" (14 cm) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Pillow form or knife-edge lin 

— | 
1) Toaert hook 2) Pin f 8) Pin cord inside pillow, a tightly 

6) Topstitch 



Box Pillow 

Box pillows can be used for 
cushions as well as for casual 
pillows. They are firm because 
of the boxing strip that is sewn 
between the pillow front and back 
#* Cutting Directions 
Gut pillow front and back 1 
(2.5 cm) larger than finished 
pillow. Cut the boxing strip with 
length equal to distance around 
pillow plus 1” (2.5 em) for se 
width equal to depth of pillow 
1 (2.5 em), 
YOU WILL NEED 
Decorator fabric for pillow front 

and boxing strip, 

batting, Or make a box pillow liner 
using directions below. 

How to Make a Box Pillow 

1) Stiteh short ends of boxing strip, right sides 
together, to form continuous loop. Fold loop into 
fourths and mark each fold with Ya" (Lem) clip or 
both edges 

Mtliehes 

8) Stitch %" (1.3 cm) seam, shortening stitches fo 
1" (2,5 em) on each side of corner; take 
stitches diagonally across each corner instead 0! 
sharp pivot 

2) Pin boxing strip to pillow front, right side 
clipped points 

4) Pin boxing strip to pillow back, right sides together 
match clips mers, Stitch seam as in step 3 
leaving one side open. Press seams, turning under 
eam allowances at opening. Insert form or liner 
lipstitch opening closed 



Ruffled Pillow 

les add interest to 1 pillow 
or enbuance needlework pillows. 
Make ruffles from matching or 
contrasting fabric, or purchase lace 
or eyelet ruffling. 
*< Cuuing Directions 

Cut pillow front and back 
5 cm) larger than finished 

pillow. Cut ruffle strips twice the 
Hesired width plus 1” (2.5 cm) for 

am, length two to three times the 
nce around pillow, Ruffles are 

usually about 3° (7.5 cm) wide 

YOU WILL NEED 
Decorator fabric for pillow front 
ind back and double ruffle 
Purchased ruffling (optional 

Cord, (string, crochet cotton 

Pillow form or knife-edge liner 

How to Make a Ruffled Pillow 

ng by zigzagging over 
lows, match clips on 

ther 
ort ends of ruffle sti wre ran 

to form a loc page 1) Stiteh 
seam, right sides togethe 
in half lengthwise, wrong sides togethe 
fourths. Mark each fold with a ¥%° (1 em) clip 

ight sides tog 
and raw edges eve ular pillow, match clips 
to center of sides, right sides together and raw edges 
even. Pin 





Flange Pillows 

A flange is a flat border around a 
plump knife-edge pillow, Flange 
may be single or double, and are 

5 cm) wide. The 
uuble-flange pillow is made with 
losure; the single-flange pillow 

Cutting Directions 
For single flange, cut pillow front 
and back 5” (132.5 cm) larger than 
tuffed inner area. This 

cm) flange and 

For d flange, cut pillow front 
y larger than pillow form, 
This allows for a 2° (5 em) flange 

k and loop tap 
Zipper add 14" (8.8 em) 
to back width; for overlap closure 
add 54" (14 cm) 
YOU WILL NEED 

Decorator fabric 
id back 

Polyester fiberfill 
pillow, about 6 oz. (170 

(0.5 cm) pill 
Pillow form or knife-edge liner 

double flange pill fit 

Zipper or alternate closure for 
double flange pill 
horter than length of stuffed 

ner area (pages 89 and 90) Wa 
How to Make a Single-Flange P 

1) Pin pillow front to back, right inner area closed 
ides together, Stitch foot, starting and 

seam, leav 20.5 cm) opening st stitching line 
Turn right side out. P stitch itch flang ng, oF 

ich around entire pillow 
ending at openin 



How to Make a Double-Flange Pillow with Mitered Corners 

8) Open 



Shirred Pillows 

Shirred cording or boxing strip: 

YOU WILL NEED 

How to Make a Shirred Box Pillow 



How to Make Shirred Cording 

in ends of co 
ims, P 

4 

Ale 
8) Raise presser foot. While gently pulling cord, 
push cording strip back to end of c 
behind needle is tightly shirred. Continue stitchi 
in 6” (15 cm) intervals until all cording is shirred 

i 
8) Distribute gathers evenly 
pinning as necessary. Stitch all 
fos 
stitching corners as directed on 
page 79, step 3. 

jing strips using 
ss the seams open. Stitch one end of 

the cord to the wrong side of the core 
om the end of the 

ur sides inside gathering row, 

," (6 mm) 2) Fold cording strip around cord, wr 
together, matching raw edge 
machine-baste for 6" (15 em), « 
rowding 

Using zipper foot 
lose to but not 

ord. Stop stitching with needle in fabric 

4) Insert pin through strip and cord at end t secure 
cord, Distribute gathers evenly, Attach shirre 
to pillow front and join ends of 
4108 

7 OR 

4) Pin the lower edge of the 
boxing strip to pillow back, Repeat 
steps 2 and 3, except stitch only 
three sides, leaving one sicle open 
to insert the pillow form. 

knife-edge pillow, 
8 6 and 7 



Neckroll & Sleeping Bag Pillow 

Cutting Directions 
veckroll, cut fabric same width as cireumference 

t lus 1" (2.5 em) (or sean; length equal 
length of pillow plus 1" (2.5 em), Cat ovo end strips 
the same length as cireumference of pillow plu 

YOU WILL NEED 
abrie {or tube, and end strips i 

all, Cut wo pi n 
pillow plus 1 

Ar (6 smn) wide and 
long Hiagonally 

fiberfill batting to form pillow; wideh sat 
of pillow, and abou 5H 

to Make a Neck: 

1) Roll byatir 2) Turn tube right side out. Joir $) Presy under 1" (6 mm), then 
fi rip of eyelet with 

Pin eyelet h 
th right side 

en. Stiteh 

long edge of 



How to Make a Sleeping Bag Pillov 



an! logp tape are easy to 
res a flat, smooth finish, Snap 

Lupe allows some give on 
Pillow Closures Sipe 

allowances are Ya" (2m) wide, use 4" (1.5 em) tape 
Overlap closures are placed in the center back of a 

A simple overlap closure is technique tor pill pillow, Zippers, hook and loop tape or snap tape can 
anny (page 118) Ht und inexpensive be inserted in the center back or side seam, Except 

are method for any: pill for pillows with overlap closures, cut pillows allowing 
for Ys" (2. cm) seam allowances on closure seam 

1) Cut pillo , " low Front to back with 
than t " 5 em) fi seven and hemmed 

5 etn) 0 e e 8 ¢ rlapping in center. Stitch 
Hing i sic rc cams, Turn right side 



How to Sew a Side Seam Closure with Hook and Loop or Snap Tape 

stitch hook side of tape close to 3) Stiteh loop side of tape t 
Ing side of opposite sear 
wanee, overlapping tape 

1) Prepare seam, page 91, steps | 
and 2. Cut tape 1" (2.5 em) longer 
than opening, ‘Trim one seam 
allowance to 4" (1.3 em). Place 
hook side of tape along fol 
trimmed seam allowance; ends opening at each end 
extend 4" (1.3 em) beyond 
opening, Secure with basting 
Lape oF pins 

es on all four sides, stitchiny 
through pillow back and seat 
allowance. Stitches show on right (mm) on seam allowance, and 
side of pillow extending tape 4" (1.3 em) beyond 

us i 

4) Turn loop side of tape to right 5) Place hook side of tape on loop 6) Snap tape. Apply as directed in 
side of seam allowance and stitch side of tape. Pin pillow front t steps I to 5 making sure balls and 
to seam allowance on remaining back along three sides, right sides sockets are aligned it 
three sides, together, Stitch 0" (1.3 em) seam closure. Use zipper 

Turn pillow right side out and close to snaps. 
insert pillow form or liner 





Pillow Seam How to Insert a Lapped Zipper it 

$) Open zipper. Place one side Lace 
1) Use zipper 2) Stitch 

han length e 
mark 

¢ Using along pinnec 
distan 
of zipper 

pillow wrong 4) Close zipper. Spread pil 
le up. Pin the zip} 

catching the place from right side 
Zipper tape underneath 



Cushions 

How to Cut Fabric for Cushions 





Cushion Ties 

Auiach cushi 
val fat 

How to Make Cushior 

1) Make two ties for 2) Edgestitch 



Hook and Loop 'T 

Hook and loop tape tabs make 
cushion extremely easy to attach 

and because they are 
small and inconspicuous they blend 
in well with furniture. 

and remove 

ath of the tab depends on 
of the rung or post that the 
around. Measure accurately tab goes 

because the tabs must fit snugly 
Tabs may be hand-stitehed to 
existing cushions because they do 
not need to be stitched in a seam, 
+ Cutting Directions 
Cut tabs just long enough to ge 
around chair post and overlap by 
1" to 144" (2.5 to 3.8 cm), plus 
Ys" (1,8 em) for seam; twice the 
finished width, plus '4" (1.5 en 
Cut hook and loop tape 1" to 1 
(2.5 to 3.8 em) long for each tab, 

How to Make Cushion Ties with Hook and Loop 

mrscel 

1) Make one tab for each corner. Press under 
V4" (6 mm) on each edge of tab, Press tab in half 

les together. Edgestiteh all four lengthwise, wrong 
sides of tab. 

8) Stitch pillow front to back, Before stuffing, pin 
ater of 

tabs in same direction; stiteh and backstitch. 

J loop tape for each tab, Separate 

ind all fou 

f y 

or em N 
Ne 

uushion to chair or bench 4) Finish cushion. Atach 
by fastening hook ane 
overlapping ends 





Tables 



Iabletop Fashions 

Customized tabletop fashions are a simple way to 
change the look of a room without spending (0 
miuich time or money, ‘These easy projects make 
good home sewing sense for several reasons, 

Home-sewn table fashions, unlike purchased! ones, 
are not limited to a small selection of standard 
sizes. Design a tablecloth yourself, and scale it to the 
exact size and shape of your table. Choose from 
an abundant supply of fabric colors, patterns anc 
textures to complement the decor of your room 
Because most tablecloths are wider than one fabric 
width, you must seam fabric widths together to make 
the tablecloth the width you need, Avoid a center 
seam by using a full fabric width in the center and 
stitching. bwer side panels to it 
Use selvage edges in seams to eliminate seam 
finishing. If the selvage tends to pucker, clip it 
‘at regular intervals of 1" to 6" (2.5 to 15 em), If 
selvages are not used in seams, finish with French 
or overedge seams. Use plain seams for reversible 
tablecloths, 
Placemats, napkins and table runners give you an 
opportunity to experiment with finishing techniques 
you may be reluctant to try on kirger projects 

Selecting Fabrics 
When you design tabletop fashions, look for durable 
stain-resistant fabrics that have been treated to repel 
soil and water, Permanent press fabrics offer easy 
care, Drape the fabric over your arm to see how 
it hangs. 
For everyday use, lightweight cotton is appropriate 
use a lightweight tablecloth with a table pad to protect 
fine wood tables. For an elegant look, use a sheer 
lace or eyelet tablecloth aver a heavier cloth. 
Small random prints are easier to work with than 
prints that may need matching, Avoid heavily 
happed fabrics or fabrics with difficult-to-match 
design motifs such as printed plaids or stripes, 
diagonals or one-way patterns. 



Measuring the ‘Table 

The length of the tablecloth from the edge of 
the table to the bottom of the cloth is the dro 
Always include the drop length in your tablecloth 
measurements. 

¢ are three common drop lengths: short, 10° to 
(25.5 to 30.5 cm); mid-length, 16” to 24° (40.5 to 

61 cm); and floor-length, 28” to 29° (71 to 73.5 cm), 
Short cloths end at about chair seat he 
good tablecloths for everyday use. Mid-length cloths 
are more formal. Elegant floor-length coverings are 
used for buffet and decorator tables 
Round tablecloth, Measure the diameter of the 
table, then determine the drop length of the cloth 
The size of the tablecloth is the diameter of the table 
plus twice the drop length plus 1" (2.5 em) for a 

arrow hem allowance. A narrow hem is the € 
fay to finish the curved edge of a round tableck 

‘Square tablecloth, Measure the width of the tabletop, 
then determine the drop length of the cloth, Add 
twice the drop length plus 1” (2.5 em) for a narrow 
hem allowance or 214" (6.5 em) for a wide hem 
allowance 
Rectangular tablecloth. Measure the length and width 
of the tabletop, then determine the drop length of 
the cloth. The size of the finished tablecloth is the 
width of the tabletop plus twice the drop length, and 
the length of the tabletop plus owice the drop length. 
Add 1” (2.5 cm) for a narrow hem or 244" (6.5 cm) 
for a wide hem. 
Oval tablecloth. Measure the length and width 
of the tabletop, then determine the drop length 
of the doth, Join fabric widths as necessary to mitke 
a rectangular cloth the length of the tabletop plus 
twice the drop length, and the width of the tabletop 
plus twice the drop length; add 1” (2.5 cm) to each 
dimension for a narrow hem allowance. Put a 
narrow hem in an oval tablecloth because it is the 
simplest way to finish the curved edge. Because oval 
tables vary in shape, mark the finished size with the 
fabric on the table, Place weights on the table to 
hold fabric in place, then use a hem marker or 
cardboard gauge to mark the drop length evenly 

Diameter 

Floor-length 



1) Join fabric panels. right sides together, with 
v1.3 am) seams to form square. Fold square into 

fourths. Pin layers together to prevent shpping, 

2) Measure a string the le 

Round Tablecloths 

the yardage for a 
tablecloth without a flounce, divide 
tablecloth diameter by fabric width 
fess 1" (2.5 cm). Count fractions as 
one width. This is 
widths, Then mult 
widths by diameter and divide by 
36” (L00 cm) to find the total 
yards (meters) 

ie number of 
ly number of 

For center of flounced-edge 
Joth, subtract two 

‘d depth of the flounce 
ished length of the 

h. Determine yardage for 
center as for tablecloth above 

Determine the flounce length by 
multiplying diameter of center by 
3M; double this figure. For number 
of strips, divide flounce length by 
fabric width. Then multiply number 
of strips by cut depth and divide by 
46 for total yards (meters) 

Cutting Direct 
For tablecloth with 
cut center panel with length equal 
to tablecloth diameter plus hers 
Add 
For tablecloth with flounce, cut 
center panel with length equal 10 
the diameter of center plus seant 
allowances. Add partial panels (0 
form square, Cut strips for flounce 
the depth of flounce, plus hem 
ind seam allowances and length 

tial panels to form square 

ngth of the radius of the 

Tie one end of string around a marking 
other end at center folded corner of 
suter ed rele, using string and 

ass. Cut on marked line; remove pins. 



How to Sew Narrow & Flounced Hems 

hem. Stitch around tablecloth 4" (6 mm Flounced edge. Seam strip 
from edge, Press under on stitching line, Pres fogether, to form loop. He 
under 4" (6 mm) again, easing fullness around » make ruffles (page 3 
curves. Exigestitch close to folded edge, Or, us tablecloth as for ruffled curtains (page 39 
narrow heminer 

How to Sew a Corded Hem 

determine length of ¢ 
bias strips, right sides te 

5, steps 
ath, Topstitch , to cover cording andl press (0 back of table 

(page 7A trom cording s 

How to Sew a Reversible Round Tablecloth 

1) Join lining panels, leaving 12 
(30.5 cm) opening in one seam 

tablecloth 1 3) Topatiteh 
ge, If lini 

match upper thread ¢ 
fabric, bobbin thread to lining. 

for turning. Stitch the lining to »pening in lining Ler 
the outer tablecloth, wrong sides ppening, cle 
togeth (1.3 cm) from edge 
Trim seam or dip curves. 



Square & 
Rectangular 

Tablecloths 

Make tablecloths the desired 

Determine the amount of fabric 
needed for the tab 
dividing the tot 
tak n by th 

of panels needed, by 
f the tablecloth. 



Quilted ‘Table Covers 

Quilting adds body to table 
coverings and provides additional 
protection for table surfaces, The 
thickness and slight puffiness of 
quilted table accessories also adds 
Visual appeal, Use quilted fabrics 
for placemats, table runners and 
table mats. Finish edges with bias 
binding (page 108), 
Prequilted fabrics are available, but 
quilting your own fabric provides 
the luxury of coordinating colors 
and prints, and the economy of 
making only the amount of quilted 

bric needed for a project. The 
quilting guide foot with the 
guide bar makes the channel 
quilting process easy. Lengthen 

stiteh length and loosen the 
pressure for even quilting. Begin 
by stitching the center quilting row, 
and work toward the sides, 
Use polyester fleece or needle 
punched batting for tabletop 
fashions, It will retain its shape 
and boxy when laundered, 

How to Machine Quilt Fabric Using a Quilter Bar 

Bice 
1) Gut fabric, fleece and lining 2) Mark first quilting line in center 8) Stiteh center line. Determine 
slightly larger than finished size of of fabric with yardstick and chalk the distance to next quilting line 
item. Place fleece between wrong pencil. (If not using quilter bar Adjust quilter bar to follow the 
sides of fabric and lining. Pin or mark every quilting row an equal previous row of stitching as you 
haste all three layers together distance apart.) stitch the next row 



Placemats, table runners and tal 
tabletops an 
Use ther 
th 

Tips for Binding 

uilted fabrics. Before applying 
stitch placemat 

Open binding and pr 

Topstitched edges. Open 
inding, Pin right side 

Stitch 

bin 
mat, raw edges even, 

line. Turn binding, 
topstitch. 



ng, made 
for extra body, 

Square corners. Star 

2" to 18" (90.5 to 46 em) 

Oval mats, Shape 



Banded Placemats 

Wide double banding creates 
reversible placemat 
*< Cutting Directions 
Determine size of finished mat 
page 104) and desired width of 
finished banding. Cut placemat 
enter the size of finished mai 
minus two times the width of 
finished banding, plus “" (1.3 em), 
For each mat, cut two centers. Stitch 
enters, wrong Sides together, a 

scant ¥4" (6 mm) from raw edge 
Cut banding twice the finished 
width plus ¥2" (1.3 em); tenga the 
distance around outer edge of 
inished mat plus 2" (1.3 cm), Use 

«° (6 mm) seams. Press under 
4" (6 mm) on lengthwise ¢ 

Press in half lengthwise 
her sides 

How to Sew Banded Placemats with Mitered Corners 
= 

1) Mark beginning band at adjacent 3) Fold band from mat diagonally stitching poin r 
on band the width of finished de Pin Mark out from corner stitching 
band plus “4° (6 mm). Place mark ers. Sitch on foldlir he width of finished band, Fold 

‘(6 mm) from corner of mat, rav ark to mark; backstiteh at at mark, right sides together. Mark 
edges even and right sides togethe secure +" (6 mm) from corner of mat 

4) Repeat steps 2 and 3, above, for 5) Measure width of finished band 6) Fold band diagonally to mite 
ext two corners. from stitching; mark. Mark and corners an reverse side. Pin folded 

stitch as shown, Press seam ope edge of band to stitching line 
rim. Fold band to reverse side Slipstitch the mitered corners and 
arming miters edges of band in place 



Trimmed Placemats 

Trimmed placemats have banding 
stitched to one side. Purchase 
finished trim or cut trim from 
fabric. The same method may 
also be used to stiteh banding 
on tablecloths (pages 96 and 97; 
3< Cutting Directions 
Gut the placemat 1” (2 
larger than desired finished size 
(page 104), Press 4" (1.9 em) seam 
allowance (o right side of placemat 

all edges. Cut trimming long 
enough to go arou 
placemat, plus 1 
need approxin 

) on each side for finishing 
Press under 4" (6 mm) on long 
sides of banding 

How to Sew Placemats with Mitered Ribbon ‘Trimmii 

ing straight back at $8) Fold end i 
alge of corner to 
pally to Remove pins. Baste on diagon: 
cl pin foldlines using pins oF glue sick 

1) Position short end of band 
(1.3 em) beyond edge of mat, 

ligning lengthwise edge of band 
with folded outer edge of the 
placemat; pin 

4) Stitch each corner of trim on 5) Adjust mat size or miters if 6) Baste trim to mat, with outer 
diagonal foldline, stitching on Trim seam allowances edges even. Stitch outer edge 
wrong side and beginning at inne 4" (6 mm); press s beginning at one side and pivoting 

at corners; backstitch. Stitch open. Press under se 
that extends at one corner 

edge. Backstitch at beginning and 
end of seam to secure 



Miter corners 
titch along raw 
ide, Use wide 8 

closely spaced 2 ich from 
right side 



Napkins 

Coordinating napkins are the finishing touch to your 
ons. Standard finished napkins are 14 

the 
fabric, square the ends, using a carpenter's square 
For frin ins, square the ends by pulling 
thread ( 
Napkin hems can be decorative. Experiment with 
some of the decorative stitches 

also be used on tablecloths and placemat 

< Cutting Directions 
Cut napkins 1° (2.5 cm) larger than finished si 
Gne yard (meter) of 36° (91.5 cm) wide fabric yields 
four 17° (43 cm) napkins. A piece of fabric 45 
115 cin) square yields nine 14” (35.5 em) napkins 

Narrow hem. Press under Double-fold hem. Turn under Fringe. Cut napkins on a pulled 

(6 mm) double-fold hem or (@ mm) on all edges and press. thread to straighten edges. Stitch 

rsite sides of all napkins. Turn under another 4" (6 mm (1.3 cm) from raw edges with 

Euluestitch from one napkin tothe Miter corners as directed for short straight stitches or narrow, 

ext using, continuous stitching, narrow hem (page 102). Exgestitch closely spaced zigzag. Pull out 

Repeat for remaining side dlose to f ie threads up to the sutching line 

109 







Bed Fashions 

Custom-made bed 
comforter covers, 
be ruffled or tailored 
polished cottons and sat 
most bed coverings, She 
fabric choice; their width makes se 
‘on comforters and cover 

shions such as comforters, 

decor. C 

Permanent press fabries with soil-resistant finishes 
are advisable in a child’s room. Select fabrics that will 
launder well without fading. 

useful alternative to bedspreads 
sible nge their look, and fil 

1 polyester batting as flat or as puffy as you 
rics used for comforters should 

at full fabric width in the 
and a partial width on 

wish. 
be pieced toge 
center of the « 
each side, 



known as du 
They protect new 

ly change 

Comforter covers, als 
are removable for easy care 
comforters, sl 
he look of a comforter. They al 
need for a top sheet and blanket on the bed 

age worn and qui 

Pillow shams are removable, dece 
covers, Make pillow shams plain or flanged, ruffled 
or trimmed, in 1 
to complement the « 

ative pille 

atching or contrasting fabrics 

Traditional pillowcases may also be trimmne 
ruffles and used as pillow shams 

Dust ruffles sed with comforte 
They may be gathered or pleated. Make them in 

¢ piece for beds that do not have a footboard. 
Make them in three pieces for 

ach dust ruffles 10 
neds that do have 

a footboard. A\ fitted sheet 
slin deck, 

the mattress and 
the box spring 

Iiguld be considered for 
suitability 

Fat 
their weight and dra 

dust ruffle « 
ning quality, as well a 

for the style of the kit 

Fito 4" (7.5 w 10 cm) be 

Sap liee S S 

Measuring the Bed 

Measure accurately to make a comforter and dust 
ruffle that fits the bed perfectly 

Comforters reach 3” to 4” (7.5 to 10 em) be 
mattress line. They have a drop length (the distance 
from the upper edge of the mattress to the bot 
of the comforter) of 9° to 12" (23 to 3 
depending on 
the drop length by measuring fr 

to the top of the box 
at figure the amount of over! 

he depth of the mattres 

mattress ring, then adding 
p desired, Take 

account fabric stiffness which may cause the 
forter to stand away fre f the bed the side 

To determine finished comforter size, meast 
side to side act 
and fron 
Add the desirec 

the head to the foot of the bed for lengu 
s the ti he mattress for 

Lrop length to the length of the 

mattress 

a ca 

bed, and twice the drop length to the width of the 
bed for finished measurements 

ters is available in standard widths Batting for com! 
for beds of standa 

asure from. 
for the deck 

box spring 

For the finished dust ruffle length, m 
the top of the 

jeasure the width 
Pillow sizes are 
20" x 30" (51 

1x 102 cm) king. Pillow puffiness varies, however 
jeasuring the 

and length of the pillow with a tape measure 
‘oss the center of the pillow. Ruffled shams made 

lightweight fabrics will droop around the edges 

so make the best-fitting shams by 

ut too large 





Comforter 

Comforters have the look of quilts but do not 
require time-consuming and intricate hand-quilting, 
They should reach just below the mattr id 
be used with dust ruffles or bed skirts 
Comforters are made from three layers: backing 
or lining, a bonded polyester batting for warmth 
and body, and at top layer af decorator fabri 
Because the bulk of the comforter makes 
machine-quilting difficult to manage, it should 
be hand-tufted, Tufting, or hand-tied yarn, holds 
the layers together and emphasizes the appealit 
puffiness. Place tufts 6" to 10” (15 to 25.5 cm) apart 
the design of the fabric may dictate their placement 

How to Sew and Tuft a Comforter 

os 

1) Place lining face down on flat 
surface, Leaving 4" (10 em) border, 
place batting on lining, then 
decorator fabric, right side up, 
ges even with batting, 

10" (20.5 to 
layers do not slip, 

4) Mark positions for tufts. Thread 
a large needle with double strand 
of yarn, Working from right side 
of comforter, a Va" (6 mm) 
stitch through all layers. Leave 1 
(3.8 em) tail of yarn, 

2) Pin three layers together 
Hand-baste layers together with 

ang stitches in parallel rows 8" to 
25.5 em) apart, so r 

5) Hold all four strands of yarn 
in one hand, close to comforter 
Bring needle behind four strands 
and over two strands to form loop. 

3< Cutting Directions 
Cut and seam fabric for comforter top equal (0 
finished size, Cut lining 8" (20.5 cm) larger than 
finished size for self-binding edge. Or cut lining 

as top; finish edge with wide bias binding 
strips as for quilted placemats (page 105). 

YOU WILL NEED 
Decorator fabric tor comforter 
Lining for comforter 
Bonded polyester batting, proper size for bed width 
and eut (0 finished size of comforter 
Yarn, pearl cotton or embroidery floss for tufting, 

mforter will be laundered. 

8) Fold lining to edge of batting 
Fold corners diagonally, then fold 

‘omforter lining again over front d 
form 2° (5 cn) border, Pin 

ace, Slipstiteh binding t0 
comforter along folded edge 

6) Draw needle through loop, Pull 
ends to secure knot. Clip ends of 
yarn to %4" (2 cm). 



Comforter Cover 



How to Sew a Comforter Cover 

16” (40.5 om) 

1) Press under 16" (40.5 cm) across 
the lower edge of the back, right 
sides together. If using tapes or 
zipper, snip the fold to mark ends 
of closure. Stitch ¥" (2 cm) from 
the fold; backstitch at snips and 
bastestitch across the clos 
Cut on fold; press sea open. 

8) Pin cover front to cover back, 
right sides together. For button 
closure, pin the shorter piece first 
lapping the longer piece over it 

2a) Insert hook and loop tape (a) 
snap tape (b) or zipper (c) 
according to instructions for pillow 
closures (pages 89 to 91) 

4) Make bs, page 95, step | 
Attach socket side of snaps to tabs, 
and ball sides to corners of the 
comforter. Pin a tb at each corner 
of the cover, edges even. 

2b) Cut back apart on 16° (40.5 em) 
fold line for button closure, Press 
under ¥" (6 mm) then 1” (2.5 em) 
hem on each edge; stitch, On hem 
of shorter piece, make buttonholes 
10" to 12 10 30.5 em) apart 
attach buttons opposite buttonholes 

F] y 
5) Stitch front and by 
together with 14" (1 
Diagonally trim bulk 
Turn cover right side out. Insert 
comforter; snap cover to comforter 

k of cover 



Pillow Shams 

Pillow shams can be plain, ruffled or tr 
a flange or banding. A sham has an 0} 
pocket closure, on the back to make 
pillow into it. The easiest sham to make is cut in one 
piece with the ends turned under and he 
that the overlap is part of the fold 

ied $0 

To add a ruffle or coordinating flange, cut the front 
back and overlap pieces separately so that there will 
be a seam completely around the pillow. Seams on 
shams should be finis! 
one-piece shams and pillowease shams; zigeag the 
seams on ruffled shams. Flanged shams have 
enclosed seams 

id. Use French seams 

3 Cutting Directions 
For one-piece sham, cut fabric same width as pillow 
plus 1” (2.5 cm); length equal to two times the 
length of pillow phus 11” (28 em), 

For ruffled sham, cut front and back 1" (2.5 em) 
larger than pillow. Cut overlap 10° (25.5 cm) wide 
Jength equal to width of pillow plus 1” (2.5 cm), Gut 
ruffle two times desired width plus 1" (2.5 em), and 
length equal to two times the distance around pillow 
plus 1” (2.5 cm), 
For flanged pillow sham, cut front 5” 

inger than pillow, Cut back 
5 cm) wider and 2” (5 em) longer than pillow 

5" (12.5 cm) wider than pillow and 13" 
(33 cm) long. This allows for "(1.3 em) seams and 
2” (5 cm) flange. Cut banding or trimming desired 
width and long enough to go around entire pillow 

wider and 5” (12.5 cm) 

For ruffled pillowcase sham, cut fabric same width 
as pillow plus 1” (2 
the length of pillow 
times desired width plus 1 

qual to two times 
5 em), Cut ruffle two 
5 cm), and length 

four times width of pillow. Cur facing strip 3 
(7.3 em) wide: length equal to wo times the width 
of pillow plus 1° 2.5 cm} 



How to Sew a One-piece Sham 

1) Stiteh /2" (1.9 em) double-fold hem at one short 
end, Turn Ww" (La cm), then 2” (5 em) at the 
her end; stitch, For overlap, press under 

19.4 cm) on end with wider hem, Fold the sham 
rosswise, wrong sides together, so narrow hemmed 
cdge is in pressed fold, Fold the overlap he 

How to Sew a Ruffled Sham 

1) Stitch 4" (1.8 em) double-fold hem on one shor 
end of sham back, Turn under ¥2" (1.3 em), then 

ng, eclge 
and attach ruffle to right side of sham 

front, as for ruffled pillow, pages 
lod 

2) Stiteh 4" (6 mm) seam on owo long sides. Tris 
seams to "(J mm). Turn sham wrong side out 
Press sean edges, Stiteh 4" (6 mm) from the edges 
for French seams, Turn the sham right side ou 
Insert the pillow. 

infinished edge of overlap to one end. 
ont, right sides together, with ruffle between 

layers. Pin back to front, positioning back and 
overlap as shown. Stitch (1.4 cm) seam around 
ham, Trim corners; finish seam allowances. Turn 
right side out and insert pillow 



How to Sew a Flanged Pillow Sham 

1) Position banding to front of pillow sham 2 
(6.3 cm) from edge. Miter corners, as for placemats 

2) Make shar g instructions for rufflee 
han omitting ruffle; finish seams, Tur 

ght side out itch along outer edge with mitered ribbon trimming, page 107. Stitch 
edge of band only 

How to Sew a Ruffled Pillowcase Sham 

stitch Fre 
17). Prepare 
e to right side 
as directed, pages 80 anc 

steps 1 to 4 

ed fold of facing strip. (Faciny 
s sh 



Dust Ruffles & Bed Skirts 
Dust ruffles and bed skirts are designed to hide the 
box spring and legs of a bed. They can be made to 
coordinate with a comforter or quilt, Gathered dust 
ruffles give a solt effect; pleated bed skirts are more 
tailored. Dust ruffles and bed skirts are gathered or 
pleated around only three sides of the bed 
Gathered dust ruffles can be made with either one 
or two layers of gathered fabric. When making a 
two-layered dust ruffle, gather the wo layers as one 
piece, The type of fabric you choose determines the 
fullness of a gathered dust ruffle. Allow three times 
the fullness for lightweight fabrics; allow two to 
three times the fullness for mediumweight fabrics, 
The ¢ ons that follow are for a gathered dust 

ruffle with split corners; the dust ruffle is attached 
toa fitted sheet, This open-cornered style, which is 
made in three sections, is suitable for a bed with a 
footboard. Dust ruffles may also be made in one 
continuous piece for beds without footboards 
Pleated bed skirts have deep pleats and they are 
made from medium to heavyweight fabrics. The 
directions that follow allow for a 6” (15 cm) pleat st 
each end corner and the center of each side. A 
(2.5 em) double-fold hem is used at the lower edge 
and sides of the skirt. The pleated bed skirt is for a 
bed without a foothoard; the skirt is attached to a 
deck. The deck can be made from muslin or from 

broadcloth or a flat sheet in a color that matches 
the bed skirt 
+ Cutting Directions 
For gathered dust ruffle length, cut wo pieces 
each the length of the box spring times the desired 
fullness, plus 4” (10 cm) for 1" (2.5 cm) double-fold 
side hems; cut one piece the width of the box spring 
times the desired fullness, plus 4” (10.¢m) for 1 
(2.5 cm) double-fold side hems, Dust ruffle depth 
is equal to distance from top of box spring to Noor, 
plus 4° (10 em) 
For pleated bed skirt, cut deck 1" (2.5 em) wider and 
1" (2.5 em) longer than box spring, Cut bed skirt on 
lengthwise grain of fabric, Cut two pieces the length 
of the box spring plus 18° (46 cm). Cut_one piece 
the width of the box spring plus 18" (46 cm), Bed 
skirt depth equals distance from top of box spring 
to floor minus ‘4° (6 mm) for clearance, plus 23" 
(6.5 cm) for seam and hem. 

YOU WILL NEED 
Decorator fabric for dust ruftle or bed skirt 
Fitted sheet for deck of gathered dust ruffle 
Broadcloth, flat sheet or muslin for deck of pleated 
bed skirt 

121 



How to Sew a Gathered Dust Ruffle with Open Corners 

1) Stiteh 1" ( 2) Gather | upper —_ 8) Place fitted sheet on box sprin, 
hem along lower edg edge with ruffle rent (a), On sheet, mark upper edge of 
dust ruffle pieces, then turn under wo-string shirr pe (b), (Wwe spring. Mark every 12” (30.5 em} 
and stiteh 1” (2.5 cm) double-fold of bastesti zigzag along this line. Mark upper edge 
hem on both ends of each of stitching over a f dust rufile every 24" (61 cm) for 
the pieces, Jouble fullness, every 86" (91.5 em) 

for tiple fullness 

How to Sew a Pleated Bed Skirt 

| 
1) Fold deck in half lengthy 2) Fold « 8) Stitch skirt pieces, right sides 
then crosswise so corners are determin together, on narrow ends, with together. Using saucer as a guide sorter piece in center. Stitch | 
Cut to curve comers gently fe 2.5 cm) double-fold he 

edge of skirt and on unstitched 
narrow ends of skirt pieces. 



4) Pin right sides of dust ruffle 
pieces along three sides of sheet 
raw edges on marked line and 
hems overlapping at corners 
Match markings on dust ruffle 
pieces to markings on sheet 
Pull up gathering cord to fit 

4) Pin skirt to deck, right sides 
together, with stitching of side hem 
at clip on one end of deck (arrow). 
Form 6” (15 em) pleats at clips on 
sides and corners of deck, Seams 
will fall inside ples, 

5) Remove 
keeping dust ruffle pinned in place 
Stitch on gathering li 5 em) 
from raw edge of dust ruffle 

ret from box spring, 

5) Remove skirt and machine-baste 
pleats. Reposition skirt on deck 
Pin, right sides together, Clip 
center of corner pleats. Stitch 

6) Turn lust ruffle down over 
lower edge of sheet. If desired, 
opstiteh 2" (1.9 em) from sean, 
stitching through dust ruffle 
and sheet 

6) Press seam allowance toward 
deck, Press 4" (6 mm) double-fold 
hem at open end of deck; stitch 
hem, ‘Topstitch the skirt seam 
allowanee to deck, Press pleats, 



Index 

A 

Accessories, sewing machine 
See: athichments, sewing machine 

Accordion pleats, 3! 
Adhesives, 13 
Apron-length curtains, 26- 
Attachments, sewing machine, 

18-19 
binder, 19 
Dlinelstech hem foot, 19 
blindstitch hem guide, 19 
Even Feed” foot, 18, 28, 85 
narrow hemmer, 16, 18, 3 
overedge foot, 108 
quilter wuidesbar, 18, 108 
ruffler, 19, 38-39, 121-12 
seam guide, 16, 18 
magnetic seam guide, 1X 

special-purpose foot, 18 
Apper and cording foot, 18 

Awning eleat, 18, 51 

Backstitch, machine, 16 
Balloon shade, 47, 35557 
Banded curtains, 43 
Banded placennats, 1041-107 
Bastestitching, machine, 15 
Basting, hand, 20. 
Batting, 
for stuffing pillows, 71 
needie-punched, 108 

Bed skirts, 113-115, 121-123 
flat, 118 
gathered, 113, 
pleated, 113, 12 

Beds, 11-125 
bed skirts, 12-115, 121-429 
comforter covers, 2118, LG6-117, 
comforters, H2117, 1 
dust ruffles, 12-114, 
measuring, 113 
pillow shams, 88, 112-119, 118-120 

Bedspread, 
see: comforter 

Beeswax, to strengthen thread, 20 
Betit-handled shears, 13 
Bias strips, cuting, 

24 

1-128 

tachment, sewing 
machine, 19 

Bindings, decorative, 3, 104-105 
Blanket stitch, 

124 

machine, 108 
Blindstitch hem foot, sewing, 
machine, 19 

Blindstitch hem guide, sewing. 
machine, 19 

Blindstitch, 
hand, 
machine, 19, 29 

Bodkin, 87 
Bolsters, 
see: neckroll & sleeping bay 
pillow 

Bonding fabric with fusible web, 
1S, 28-29, 34, 40-43 

Borders, decorative, 33, 104-107 
Bound edges 19 
on casings, 
‘on placemats, 104-107 
‘on quilted fabrics, 104 
on cutfles, 39 
on Hebacks, 42, 

Box pillows, 70, 74, 84-85, 9 
shirred, 70, 84-85, 

Hox pleats, 
Built-in blind | 
machine, 19 

Button closure, for con 
cover, M6117 

Butronholes, 45, 117 

c 

rpenter’s square, 12. 28, 
25, 27, 3035, 54 

customizing, 8 
simple, 25, 27, 
with heading, 
for Continen 
rods, 30, 32 

Casual curtains, 
see: curtains 

Chalk, tailor’s, 18 
Channel quilting, machine, 18, 

103, 105 
Closures, 88-91 
button, 116-117 
drawstring. 70, 86-87 
flap pocket, 118-120 
hook and loop tape, 78, 83, 

S889, 95, 116117 
overtap, 88, 6-17 
snap tape, 88:89, 16-117 
Aipper, 88, 4-91 
centered, 88, 90 
lapped. 88, 91 

Cloud shade, M657 

Color selection, LL 
Comforter, 112-117, 121 
also see: heds 
Comforter cover, LIS, 16-117 
Continental! rod, 25, 30, 32 
Contrasting return, 26 
Corded hem, for tablecloth, 101 
Conded pillows, 70, 74-75, 78 

BIAS 
also see. pill 

Cording, ev 
74-75, S4-t 

Cords, 15 
Comers, 
gathered, 76:77 
mitered, 85, 70, 76, 83, 102, 
106:107 

pleated, 76-77 
Comnice ro¢ 
Cornices, 

ded, 5 
Cup hooks, 40 
Curtain fabric estimation chart, 27 
Curtain lengths and widths 
determining. 26-27 

Curtain rods, 25-27, 54 
Continental™, 25, 40, $2 

ng With as Steps, 

30-92, 65 

mounting, 25-26 
oval, $1 
shirred pole con 
shower, 44 
spring tension, 44 
stationary, 25 
raverse, 36, 66-67 

Curtains, 25-45, 65 
also see" cornices, draperies, 
shade 

apron 
vale, 

25, 90, 

estimating, ya 
floor-length, 25-27, 
headings, 25, 27, 30 
65-67 

hemming, 2 
lining, 25, 34-95, 

uatching design motif, 27-28 
measuring window, 26 
rod pockets, 25, 30-31, 49-59 
also see! casings 

ruffled, 25, 38-99 
shirred, as valance, 63 
shirred pole cover, 
shower, 25-26, 44 
silldength, 
tab top, 25, 36-37 
tiebacks, 25, 40-44 

Cushions, 70-71,79, 92-95 
also see: pillows 



cushion ties, 94 
hook and loop tabs, 95 
tufted, 93 

Customizing casings, 33 
Cutting, 
bias strips to cover cording, 
74, WL 

fabric for cushions, 
matching, and, 28 
4 round tablecloth, 100-101 
squaring fabric ends, 28 
tools, 13 

Cutting and matching fabric, 28 
Cutting board, cardboard, 15,48 

D 

Deck, to fit box spring, 113, 
121-123, 

Decorative edges, 
‘on cornices, 65 
on curtains, 33 
fon napkins, 108-109) 
on placemats, table runners and 
table mats, 104-107 

Decorative sutch, machine, 108 
Decorative trims, 13 
Design motif, tips for matching, 

ro 
Double-fold bias tape, 39 
Double-fold hem, 
curtains, 29 
aapkins, 109 

Down, for stuffing pillows, 7L 
Draperies, pleated, 65-67 
also see: curtains 
dra, 66-67 
fabric estimation chart 
panel, 66:67 
pinch-pleat, 66:67 

Draw draperies, 65-67 
Drawstring pillow closure, 86-87 
Drop length, 99, 115 
comforter, 113 
tablecloth, 99 
table runner, Wot 

Dust ruffles, 12-115, 12 
alse see: hed skirts 

Duvet cover, 
see: comforter cover 

E 

Edge-seal system, 47, 6-64 
Edgestitching, machine, 15 
Rages, 19 
also see: bound edges, decorative 
edges, hems 

Equipment and notions, 12-13 

Estimating yardage, 26-27 
Esen Feed” foot, sewing machine 

18, 28, $3 
Eyelet phier, 43 
Het set, 45 

Eyelets, 44- 

F 

Fabric adhesives, 13 
Fabric selection guide, 9 
Fabrics, 9-11 

decorator fa 
decorating with 
dry-cleaning 

ies, 9 
9, 10-11 

M34 

insulating properties of, 9, 34 
17,61 

laundering, 9 
man-made fibers, 9 
marking and cutting tools, 13 
natural fibers. 9 
permanent finish, 9 
prewashing, 4 
selvage. 9 

Facing strip, 118+ 
Fibers, 
see: fabrics 

Fillings, 
see: pillow forms and fillings 

Finished length and width of 
curtains, 26-27 

Flange pillows, 70, 82. 
Flanged pillow shams, 113, 118, 120 
Flap pocket closure, 118-12 
Flat valance, 65 
Hoor-length curtains, 
Floor-length tablecloths, 99 
Flounced hem, for tableck 
Forms and fillings, 
see: pillow forms and fillings 

Four-cord shirring tape. 54 
Fray preventer, liquid, 13 
Fraying, preventing, 13, 16-17, 45, 
49,59, 87 

French am, 16-17 
k, hand, 35 

Fringed hems, 
Fullness, esumating yardage for, 
Fused border. 33 

ig. 
Fusible interfacing, 40-43, 104 

usible web, 7, 13, 23-29, 43, 
WAS 

G 

thered bed skirts, 113, 
Gathered dust ruffle with open 

121-12 
aathered mock bax pillows, 
see: mock box pillows 

Gathering stitch, machine, 15, 
Glue 

Gripper snaps, 116-117 
Grommets, 4-45, 

H 

Hand stitching, 20 
also see; hems, machine stitching, 
seams 

backstiteh, 16 

blanket stitch 
stitch, 20 

French tack, 35 
hemming, 20 
running stitch, 20 
slipstitch, 20 
speed-bastiny 
tacking, 2 
uufung, 93, 

Hand-tufting, 98, 115 
Harem pillow, 76 
Headings, 25, 27, 30-35, 44, 54, 
65-67 
pleated, 66-67 
shirred, 34, 65 
with casing, 25, 
customizing, 43 
for Continental or cornice 
rods, 30-32 

Hems, 20, 27, 29 
also see: casings, headings 
adding weights to, 24 
blanket stitch, 109 
blindstiteh, 19, 20 
corded, 101 
curtain, 29 
decorative stite 
double-told, 
edgestitched, 1 
estimating yardage. 
finishing, 29, 108-109 
flounced, for tablecloth, 101 
fringed, 109) 
fused, 29 
napkin, 108-109 
narrow, 101-102, 109 
satin stitch, 108 
slipstitch, 20 
straight stitch, 
wide, 102 
with mitered corners, 102 
zigzag overedge, 18, 108 

30-33 

109 
a, 109 



Hobbled shade, 4 
Hook and loop tabs, 95, 116-117 
Hook and loop tape, 78, 85, 
BS-89, 95, HG-I17 

Hybrid mount, BL, 64 

1 

Inside mount, 26, 47, 54, 58, 
61, 64 

Insulated lining, 61-63 
Insulated Roman shade, 47. 
6164 

Insulating properties of fabric 
47, 61 

Interfacing, 
see: fusible interfacing 

Interlocking fell seam, 16-18. 
Iron-on shade backing, 58-59 
ron, steam-spray, 21 
Troning board, as paddled work 
surface, 21 

K 

Kapok, 71 
Knife-edge pillows, 70-78, 80-85, 
92.93 
corded, 70, 74-75, 78 
flange, 70, a 
liner, 71-73 
mock box, 70, 76:77 
mock corded, 70, 78 
ruffled, 70, 80-8) 
shirred corded, 70, 84-85 

L 

Linet, shower curtain, 44-45 
Lining, 
comforter, 115 
cuntain 
fabric, 
insula 
pillow, 71-75 
placerman, 104 
shades, 47-57, 6 
tablecloth, 101, 10% 

Lining fabric. 9 34, 61, 71-72 
Liquid fray preventer, 13 
Liquid marking pencils, 1S 

M 

Machine quilting, 
see: channel quilting 

Machine stitching, 14-19, 29 
also see: attachments, hand 

stitching, ben 
pressure, HeI5 

126, 

feb length, 14-15 
tension, H-15 

backstitching. 
bastestitching. 15 
blanket stitching, 108 
blindstitching. 19. 29 
channel quilting, 18, 61. 103, 105 

18, 109 

gathering sti 
overedge stitch, 17, 108 
satin stitch, 108 
speed-hasting, 15 
straight stitch, Le15, 20 
digeag stitch, 14-17 

Magnetic edge-seal system, 47, 
61-64 

Magnetic seam guide attachme 
sewing machine, 18 

Magnetic tape, 61-64 
Marking and cutting tools, 1 
Marking pencils, liquid, 18 

ntfs in fabric, 

102, 1066107 
Mitered mock box pillows. 
see! mock box pillows 

Mitered sibbon trimming, 107 
Mock box pillows, 70, 76-77 
Mock corded pillows, 70, 
Mounting, 

Mylar’, heat-reflecting, 61 

N 

Napkin hems, 102, 108-109 
Napkins. 98, 102, 108-109 
Narrow binding, 33 
Narrows hem, 101-102, 108 
Narrow hemmer attachment, 
sewing machine, 16, 18, 38 

Natural fibers, 
Neckroll pillows, 70, 86-87 
Needle threader, 12 
Needle punched tauing. 103 
Needles, 12. 15 
Notions. 1 

o 

One-piece pillow shim, 
118-120 

Outside mount, 26,47, 61, 64 
Oval placemats, 105 
Oval tablecloth, 
Overedge foot, muchine, 108 
Overedge seams, 16-17 
Ovcredge stitch, machine, 17, 
Ws-100) 

Overlap closure, 
for comfort 
for pillows, 88 

cover, LOLN7 

P 

Padded cornices, 65 
Padded work surface, 21 
Panel draperies, 66-67 
Panels, 
see: widths 

Pantern repeat, matching, 9, 27-28 
Patterns, 
cushions, 92 
shades, 4 
tiehacks, 40 

Villow closures, 70-71 88-11 
also see: closures 

Pillow covers, 
ce: pillow shaanuy 

Pillow forms and fillings, 71 
down, 7 
Kapok, 71 
polyester fiberfill, 71 
polyester forms, 71 
polyurethane foam, TL 

Pillow shams, 
branited, 112, 120 
flanged, 12, 120, 
flap pocket closure, (18120 
‘one-piece, 12, 14-120 

ap closure, BR, T8120 
pillowcase, 118, 120 
plain. 112. 118-120 
ruffled, 112, 118-120 
trimmed, 112, 118-120 
How sizes, 11% 

Villowease sham, 118, 120 
Pillows, 
also see; cushions, pillow shams 
bolsters, 70, 86-87 
box, 70, 79, S485 
closures, 82, 88+ 
carded knile-edge, 70, 74-75, 78, 
S4-K5, 

ushion ties, 92, 94-95 
flange, 70, 2-83 
double, 8 
single, 82 

forms and fillings, 71 

08 



7O-78, 80-85, 92-08 
lining, 71-73 
mock box, 70, 76-77 
gathered, 76-77 
mitered, 76 
pleated, 76-77 

mock corded, 70, 78 
Heckroll, 70, 86-87 
piped, 70 
ruffled, 70, 80:8) 
shirred box. 70, $4.85 
shirred corded. 70, 84-85 
sleeping big, 70, 86:87 
Turkish, 70 

Pinel pleats, 6607 
Pins, 12 
quilting, | 
pins, 12 

Piped pillows, 70 
Piping, 18 
Placemats, 98, 103-109 
banded, 104-107 
oval, 105 
quilted, 104-105, 
square, 105 
trimmed, 107 

Plain pillow shams, 12. 118-120 
Plain seams, 16 
Plastic shower curtain liner. 4-45 
Pleated bed skirts, 113 
Pleated draperies, 65-67 
Pleated mock box pillows, 
see: mock box pillow 

Pleater hooks, 66-67 
Pleater tape, 6.67 
Pleats, 
accordion, 
ox, 59-97, | 
draperies, 66:67 
pinch, 66-67 

Males, 
sve curtain rods 

Polyester batting, G1, 71, 85 
Volyester fiberfill, 71. 74. 115, 
Polyethylene moisture vapor 
barrier, 61 

Polyurettiane foam, 71 
Prewashing fibrie, 9 
Pressing, 21 
Pressure, sewing machine, M5 
Pulleys, om shidles, 48, 50, 64 

Q 

Quilted placemats, 104-105 
Quilted table covers, 98, 103-105 
Quilter guide-har attachment 
sewing machine, 18, 103 

Quilting, channel, 18, 61, 108 

Quilting guide foot, sewing 
‘machine. WS 

Quilting pins. 12 
Quik, 

forte 

preventing. (9, 1617, 45, 

Returns, cur 
Reversible table 
Ribbon, 19, 83, 1 
Ring tape, 48,5 

ah 101 

Rings. 18 
Rox! pockets, 
als see: 

Roxts, 
sec: curtain rods 

Roller shade, 26, 
Roman shade, 47. 

iso see shacles 
ball 
coud, 
hobbled, 

38.39) 
ruffles, 38-39 

single rufiles, 88-30 
Ruffled pillow sham, 112, 118-120 
Rutiled pillow, 70, 80-81 
Ruttled ticbacks, 10, 49. 
Ruffler attachment, sewing 
machine, 5-19, 38-4, L215) 

Ruffles, 38-39, SUSI 
Is see 

Ruler, wood to 8 
Rune hand 

5 

Satin stitch, machine, 108 
Satin stitch hemefinnish, 108 
Scissors, 

ree: sh 
Seam gauge 
Seam fiment, sewing 
machi 

Seam ripper, 13 
Seams, 16-18 

1, 10-17, 39 
ing yardage 

For types of fabric. 16 
French, 16-17 

interlocking fell, [6-18 
overedge, 16-17 
plain, 16 
seltsbaund, 16-17 
straight, 119) 
aigeay, WelT 

Frow, 17 
overedge, 17-18. 39 
olin 17 

Self-bound seams, Mel7 
Selfgripping fastener tape 

See hak andl loop tape 
Shades, 47-64 
alse see: cornices, curtains, 
draperies, valanices 

as instbttors, 47, 61461 
tralloon, 47, 55-57 
cloud, 17, 44. 56.57 
estimating yardage 
hobbled, 17, 53 
insulated, 47. G14 

5. 17, Wi 
lining, 47-57, 61.6 
measuring window, 26, 47, 38 
Mounting, 26, 7-18, 50-51, 3 
37-38, 01, Giles 

roller. 26.47, 
ian, 47-397, 61-9 

stitehed-wuck. 47, 32 
Shiatih, sewing machine. 18 
Shaped edges on vahinces. 65 
Shaped tiehacks. 40-42 
Shears, 
bent-handled, 1 
bommers, 1 

Shirredt box pillow, 70, 81485 
Shirred carded pillow, 7, S185 
Shirved cording, 85 
Shirred headings, 34, 5, 
Shitted pole cavers, 0, 32 
Shirred valances, 64 
Shirring tape 
foureord, 4-37 
tworstring, 122 

Short tablecloth, 99 
Shower curtain, 25-26, 115 
Side hems, 27 
Silllength curt 

HO 
by pillow, 70, MOAT 

Slipsticc, 
id. 20 
ine, 104 

pe, 1B, RY, BNR, 
Speciil-purpase foot, sewing 
machine, 18 

Speed -hasting 
hand, 20 
rmaachine, 15 

Speed lemming, 18 
Spring tension curtain vod, 4 



Square corners, 
see; miered corners 

Square placemat, 105 
Square tablecloth, 99, 
Squaring fabrie ends, 28 
Stain-resistant spray. 13 
Standard polyester pillow form, 
71.78 

Stitch length, sewing machine, 
Ml 

Stitched-tuek shade, 47, 52 
Stitches, 
hraekstiteh, 16 
hrastestiteh, 15, 20 
blanket stitch, 35, 109 
Iiinlstitch, 19-20, 29 
channel quilting, 18, 61, 103, 105 
decorative, 109 
cedgestiteh, 15 
French tack, 35 
gathering, 15 
hand, 20 
hem finishes, 

whine, 14-19, 29 
doveredtge, 17, 108409 
running, 20 
satin, 108 
slipstiteh, 20, 104 
straight, MeL, 29 
topstiteh 18, 77 
iggeg, Meld, 2 
‘igeag overeddge, 108 

Straight curtains, 
see: shower euttain 

Straight seams, 15-19 
Surnight stitch phate, sewin 
machine, 1 

Straight stitches, 14-15, 29 
bastestitch, 15 
cedgestitely, 15 
gathering stich, 15 
Fanning stitch, 20 
slipstitch, 20 

Straight tiebacks, 10-45 
Straightening, Crosswise ends of 
fabric, 28 

Sun, effect on fabric, 91 
Synthetic fabries, 

1), 18-10 

M7 

Dg 

Lepins, 12 
Tab top curtains, 25, 36-37 
Table covers, 98, 103-105 
Table mats, 103-105 
Table pad, 98, 103 
Fable runners, 98, 10 
Tables, 7-109 
also see: napkins, placemats, 
tablecloths, table covers, table 
mats, table runners: 

128 

‘Tablecloths, 98, 100-102, 108-109 
ems, 11-102, 108-109) 
measuring table, 9, 104-105, 
oval, 09) 
rectangular, $9, 102 
round, 9101 
round reversible, 101 
square, 99, 102 
Lacking, bund, 20 
Tailored valance, 65 
Lailon’s chalky 1 
Tape measure, spring-return 
12,26 

Tapes, 18, 48, 50-57, 122 
Fension, sewing machine, M-15 
Vhimble, 12 
Thread, 12, 15 
‘Tiebacks, 7, 25, 40-44 
bound, 42 
ruffled, 10,4 
shaped, 10-12 
stright, A0-K 
Fimesaving accessories, 
see: Auachments, sewing machine 

‘Tools, 
cutting, 1 
smarking, 18 
measuring, 
Fopstitelied ribbon hi 
Topstiteliing, 
hand 
machine, 18 
Traverse rods, 66:67 
Trinumed edges on Valances, 65 
Trimmed pillow sham, 112, 18-120 
Hrimmed placemats, 107 
Trirumers, 1 
Ivins, decorative, 13 
Tutted cushions, 98 
Tutti 
comforters, 5 
cushions, {5 
Hurkish pillow, 76 
Hworstring shirring tape, 122 
Twill tapes 38 

nding, 83 

v 

Valances, 4, 54, 65 
cloud shades, used as, 
Mat, 65 
shirred, 
tailored, 

WwW 

Weights, 29, 35, 48-64, 99 
Wide casings, 25, 27, 90:32 
Wide hems, 102 
Window mats, 61 

Windows, 25-67 
) see; Cormices, Curtain rods, 

cumtains, draperies, shades, 
tiebacks, salances 

Widths, finished, determining for 
curtains, 27 

cage, estimating, 26-27, 4 
ddstick, 12 

z 

Zigriy, overeddge hem, 18, 108 
Zigzag seams, W-17 
narrow, 17 
overedge, 18, 89 
plain, 17 

Zigzag, siteh, machine, 14-15, 29 
athering stiteh 15, 
satin stitch, 108 
igzag, overage, 108 

Zipper and cording Loot, sewing 
machine, 18 

pers 1B, 72 88, 
centered, 88, 90 
lapped, 88, 91 

a 091 

Cy DeCosse Licorporated alters 
fine sewing accessories to subscri 
For information write 

ewing Accessories 
5400 Green Oak Drive 
Minnetonka, MN 55348 



Hundreds of step-by-step 
color photos make it easy to sew 
beautiful items for your home 

Sewing for the Home is your complete guide to home 
decorator sewing. More than 450 step-by-step full- 
color photographs show you how a project should 
look at each step of its construction. Along with basic 
sewing instructions, you will find dozens of time- 
saving techniques and designer customizing hints to 
help you give a project your own personal touch. 
Plus you will learn how to give a rooma finished look 
by using decorator fabrics to combine patterns, 
prints and colors. 

Included are step-by-step instructions for; 

* selecting the right fabric, equipment and notions 
for all your projects 

* sewing customized window treatments, including 
classic draperies, ruffled curtains, insulated shades 

* creating twelve different styles of pillows 
* dressing up your table with coordinated table- 

cloths, table runners, placemats and napkins, 
* making the prettiest bed with a comforter or com- 

forter cover, a dust ruffle and pillow shams. 

The illustrated directions for these and other home 
sewing projects are complete — you don't need to 
purchase additional patterns. Use Sewing for the Home 
as your guide to beak custom-designed decora- 
tor fashions. You'll love the exciting array of ideas to 
give your home a bright, new look! 


